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Wildfire sweeps
Costa hillsides as
hundreds leave
their homes
Nearly a thousand people had been evacuated as the fire
continued to rage through the Sierra Bermeja near
Estepona and Benahavís on Thursday evening P2-3

Firefighters observe the blaze on the mountains behind Estepona. SALVADOR SALAS

Óxidos Rojos - a
British family firm
celebrates 100
years in Malaga P10&11

Back to school: all
set for the new
term in our special
supplement INSIDE
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The desolate scene left behind by the

Observing the flames. S. SALAS

A helicopter empties its load of water in an area where the fire was burning close to houses. SALVADOR SALAS

Hundreds of firefighters and volunteers
join to save Sierra Bermeja from wildfire
Nearly a thousand people
had been evacuated from
their homes by Thursday
evening as the huge fire
raged dangerously close
to residential areas near
Estepona and Benahavís
JOSÉ MARÍA MARTÍN / SUR

Benarrabá

flames got dangerously close, while
later on Thursday residents were
ordered to leave their properties
on the Urbanización Montemayor
in Benahavís.
People with no alternative accommodation were temporarily
housed at the Carmen sports cen-

Jubrique

tre in Estepona or at Benahavís
town hall.
Dense smoke from the fire
caused the AP-7 toll motorway to
be closed for a few hours between
kilometres 157 and 171 in both directions; although it was reopened
at 9.30am, before being closed

Westerly wind with gusts
of up to 45km/h

Genalguacil
Firebreak
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MALAGA. Hundreds of residents
mainly on developments in Estepona and Benahavís were evacuated from their homes on Wednesday night and Thursday as a huge
wildfire continued to spread
through the area fanned by winds.
The blaze broke out at around
9.30pm on Wednesday in Jubrique and Genalguacil in the Ronda
mountains and spread down
through the Sierra Bermeja, affecting parts of the municipalities of
Estepona and Benahavís.
At the time of going to press this
Thursday, some 939 people had
been told to leave their homes as
a precautionary measure.
No personal damage had been
reported although one evacuated
house was destroyed by the flames

as was the porch of another, reported the regional minister of Agriculture, Carmen Crespo, on
Thursday.
In the early hours of the morning, around 400 residents on the
Forest Hills and Abejeres developments were evacuated as the

AP-7
Estepona
Source: Infoca (the affected area as shown on Thursday morning)

MAP ENCARNI HINOJOSA

again for a while on Thursday afternoon. The MA-8301 and MA8302 were closed throughout the
day.
The forest fire brigade, Infoca,
had mobilised 250 people on the
ground, who were being supported
from the air throughout Thursday
by 29 planes and helicopters. Firefighting staff have been drafted in
from Cadiz, Cordoba, Granada,
Jaén and Seville, joining those from
Malaga province.
Infoca pointed out that the terrain is difficult, with very steep
slopes. The strong westerly wind,
with gusts of up to 45 km/h, aided
the spread of the flames and made
fire-fighting tasks difficult.
By Thursday afternoon the fire
had affected some 2,167 hectares
in the Sierra Bermeja, said Crespo.
Heavy machinery had been
brought in to the area to create a
wide firebreak in an attempt to
stop the spread of the flames.
Fire was first reported to be
burning at two different points
at around 9.37pm on Wednesday in the municipality of Genalguacil, which has led to speculation that it could have been
started intentionally.
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‘Wednesday was a very long, tense
night as the fire approached our homes’
Residents tell of their
evacuation experiences
as the mayor of
Estepona thanked the
workers and volunteers
JOSE MARÍA MARTÍN / SUR

flames. SALVADOR SALAS

Flames turned the sky red behind this residential area. SUR

ESTEPONA . Mayor of Estepona
José María García Urbano, whose
town and its residents were greatly
affected by the blazes this week,
gave his first reactions to events on
Thursday.
Commenting on how separate
fires had worryingly appeared to
start in different locations during
the high winds, he said that overnight on Wednesday some 200
firefighting experts were on the
scene supported by crews in the
air.
He thanked the rescue workers and hundreds of volunteers
who were supporting the operation but expressed concern about
the damage to areas of Mediterranean forest of important natural value.
He was relieved, though he said,
that “the area of highest ecologi-

Tit14 xxxx
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xxxxxx
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José María García Urbano at a fire control station on Thursday. S. SALAS

cal value, the protected pinsapar
pinewoods, hasn’t been affected”.

A “tense night”
Residents evacuated from the areas affected by the fire described
how they spent Wednesday night
suffering from a mixture of anguish, tension, uncertainty and
fear. In Urbanización Abejeras
residents were told to abandon
their homes at around 3 o’clock
in the morning.
Wednesday was a “very long

night” one evacuated resident told
SUR. “There were some tense moments because the fire practically
got as far as our properties.”
“From 10 o’clock at night we
were watching the flames approach, and at three in the morning they evacuated us,” he said.
“We’ve been scared, and above
all we’ve been through a lot of tension,” added the resident, who
said the firefighters told him that
the flames had reached the lawn
around the development’s pool.
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Western Costa stays
at Level 2 alert as city
goes down to Level 1
People can stand or sit at
bars once again in all
Malaga province now
except in the Costa del Sol
health district, covering
Torremolinos to Manilva
SUR
MALAGA. The fifth wave of Covid-

19 is closer to being history
every day in the south of Spain
after the Junta de Andalucía regional government announced
on Wednesday that five of the
six health districts covering
Malaga province are now down
to a Level 1 health alert.
The only exception is still the
Costa del Sol health district,
which includes the municipalities of the western coast of the
province from Torremolinos to
Manilva and which will not see
its existing coronavirus control
measures eased until at least
next week.
The Malaga (city) health district has moved from Level 2 to

Level 1, joining the health districts of the Axarquía, La Vega
(Antequera), Serranía de Ronda
and Guadalhorce that are already enjoying an easing of
measures, mainly relating to capacity limits that affect the hospitality, retail and culture sectors. Axarquía district includes
the eastern Costa from VélezMálaga to Nerja as well.
The move to Level 1 in Malaga
city allows greater capacity in
shops (up to one hundred per
cent) and in culture (up to 85
per cent in theatres, cinemas
and auditoriums).
In hospitality, the number of
people who can sit at the same
table is ten on terraces and eight
indoors, the same as Level 2
changes made last week. But the
difference is that in Level 1
standing or sitting at the bar is
allowed again.
Indoor celebrations can have
up to 250 people at Level 1 and
conferences may be attended by
up to a thousand people indoors
and up to 1,500 outdoors.

Covid cases drop and
province moves from
high to medium risk

Drinkers can stand again at Malaga city bars like this one. M. F. (FILE IMAGE)

The further relaxation comes
as Malaga province had 38 municipalities - out of a total of 103
- that have not registered any
coronavirus infections in the
last two weeks, (according to
Tuesday, 7 September data).

The data has also improved
so that no municipality in the
eight provinces of Andalucía, including Malaga province, with
more than 5,000 residents will
have a nighttime curfew in place
for the time being.

The colour of the Covid-19
case-rate map for Malaga province (including the Costa del
Sol) moved from deep orange
for high risk to paler orange for
media risk this week. Although
there are differences between
each town, the overall average
for the province was 123 positive cases per 100,000 people in
the last 14 days on Thursday (9
September), down from 185 a
week earlier. (The 14-day case
rate risk category is different to
the health district alert levels.)
Overall, the Andalucía region is
showing lower daily new cases,
equivalent to back in March,
and the regional case-rate average per 100,000 was 127 on
Thursday. The number of people in hospital has continued to
fall too locally. In Malaga almost
71% of people have now had a
full Covid-19 vaccination, below
the Andalusian regional average of 75%. There is no confirmation as yet of firm plans for
Covid-19 booster jabs.



i More information: For the
latest on case rates in each local
municipality and an up-to-date
map, see www.surinenglish.com
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Two police officers
save the life of a
disabled man in
Benalmádena

Some of the graffiti sprayed on a building’s façade. CNP

Covid-denier arrested for
damage worth 25,000 euros
JUAN CANO. National Police officers in Malaga have arrested a
70-year-old Spanish man who is
accused of causing more than
25,000 euros worth of damage
after allegedly painting anti-coronavirus graffiti on buildings in
the city.

The man, who the police consider to be a Covid-denier, is accused of daubing messages such
as “Covid-19 doesn’t exist” and
“TV is the virus” on more than a
hundred façades of housing
blocks, schools and commercial
premises.

JUAN CANO. Two quick-thinking National Police officers
have been credited with saving the life of a disabled man
in Benalmádena after a fire
broke out in the kitchen of his
home. The 48-year-old man
couldn’t escape the blaze from
where he was on the first floor
by the stairs so he made his
way to the balcony.
A caller had alerted the
emergency services to the fire
at 7.45am on Saturday morning, warning that a large
amount of smoke was coming from the property and
there could be people trapped
inside.
The person who had made
the emergency call told them
that a married couple lived in
that house, although the
woman was away on holiday.

Holidaying police officers
rescue a man from the
bottom of a hotel pool
The pair pulled him from
the water and performed
resuscitation manoeuvres
on the victim who wasn’t
breathing and didn’t have
a pulse
J. CANO / Á. FRÍAS
MALAGA. A couple of National Po-

lice officers from Madrid, who
were holidaying with their family in Torremolinos, have helped
save the life of an elderly man
who was spotted lying at the bottom of a hotel swimming pool.
With the help of another guest,
they pulled the victim out of the
pool and began resuscitation manoeuvres until he regained consciousness and was transferred
to hospital by paramedics.
The incident happened last
Tuesday at around 1.20pm at the
Sol Don Pablo hotel in the Costa
del Sol resort.
Once the man was pulled from
the pool, the off-duty officers
checked for the vital signs of the
man, who was unconscious and

IN BRIEF

The Sol Don Pablo hotel. SUR

a bluish colour.
Immediately they began to perform cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) on the victim.
After a few minutes, the man
regained a weak pulse and began to breathe unaided, before
gradually regained consciousness.
Paramedics, who arrived on
the scene, congratulated the two
officers for their swift action and
told them that it had been decisive in saving the victim’s life.

NERJA

A gardener dies after a
palm tree falls on him
A. NOGUÉS / E. CABEZAS. A 54-

Dogs had infestations of ticks. SUR

year-old worker died on Tuesday in Nerja when a tree that
he was cutting down fell on
him, according to the 112 Andalucía emergency services
control centre.
The accident happened just
after 9.30am. A witness called
112 to report that a man was
trapped under a palm tree that
had fallen on him near the
Chíllar river on the outskirts
of Nerja.

CASABERMEJA

MIJAS COSTA

A possible case of animal
abuse under investigation

British driver arrested
after motorway chase

F. TORRES / J. CANO. Police are in-

F. TORRES / J. CANO. A 32-year-

vestigating a possible case of animal abuse after two puppies, “on
the verge of death” and living in
“deplorable” conditions, were removed from their owners in
Casabermeja. A tip-off from a concerned neighbour led officers
from the Guardia Civil’s Seprona
branch to the farm in Malaga province. They removed two puppies
from their owners, and the animals, now undergoing veterinary
treatment, are safe in the hands
of local association Ladram.

old British driver has been accused of ramming into a police car in Mijas, sparking a
high-speed chase along the
AP-7 motorway. Several other
cars were hit.
The incident unfolded late
on Sunday 5 September when
a Guardia Civil patrol stopped
the driver of an Audi A4 in the
Riviera area. As the officers got
out of their vehicle to identify
the driver he fled the scene,
hitting the police car.
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Words of love which
have survived the
passage of time
CASARES

Workers at the area’s
waste management plant
have found a letter
written by a young man
on military service to his
girlfriend 47 years ago
JOSÉ MARÍA MARTÍN

For a while now, the Costa del Sol
waste management centre in
Casares has made announcements about items in good condition which have been found
among the rubbish from the 11
different local municipalities
which is handled by the plant.

Jewellery and coins are among
the most common items, and this
year one piece of jewellery has already been returned to its rightful
owner.
Now, however, one of the workers at the plant has rescued something with a sentimental value
which could equal that of the most
precious jewel. It is a letter written by a soldier to his girlfriend
in 1974, which is still very legible. In it the young man, who it
seems was doing his military
service in Santurce, expresses all
his love and affection for the girl,
and says he can hardly wait to see
her again.
The only information to be
gleaned from the letter is the sol-

A photo of the letter which was found among the rubbish. SUR

dier’s location and his age - he
was 22 when he wrote it. It is dated
21 April 1974. There is nothing
to indicate his name or that of its
recipient, nor the address to which
it was sent. It consists of three
folded pages which the sorter at
the plant found on the solid waste
classification belt and decided to

separate from the rest because
she found it interesting.
In the letter, the young soldier
announces that it would only be
19 more Sundays until they would
be together again, and then they
could get married “and be together
forever. You will see how happy
we are going to be,” he wrote.

7

Among other curiosities in the
text, he tells her he has cut his
hair, so his future in-laws could
no longer refer to him as “that
hippie”. From the conversation,
it seems that his girlfriend’s parents didn’t consider him good
enough for her. He insists that
he has changed and asks her to
convince her parents that this is
a serious relationship. “It’s logical that they don’t trust me right
now, because if they did it would
show that they didn’t really care
about you,” he says, then “tell
them from me to try to get to
know me a bit more now. If after
a while they still feel the same
about me, I will go, if I really am
not going to make you happy, although I know that is not going
to happen”.
The letter ends with a reminder
that in 127 days they would be
together again, “this time forever”. It will be kept at the plant
as a curiosity. It is unusual for
anything made of paper or cardboard to still be intact if it is deposited in with general rubbish
and not the recycling container.
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New office in drive
to improve tourist
services in
Fuengirola

FUENGIROLA
T. BRYANT. Fuengirola town hall

Image of the inauguration of the newly renovated link to Cancelada.SUR

Cancelada traffic link in
Estepona is fully reopen
ESTEPONA

The government
delegate in Andalucía
presided over the
opening ceremony after
the infrastructure repair
works, which were
finished early
JOSÉ MARÍA MARTÍN

After several months
of work by the Ministry of Transport, Mobility and Urban Agenda,
traffic on the Cancelada junction
on the A-7 motorway in Estepona
has been flowing again. The central government delegate in Andalucía, Pedro Fernández, attended the inauguration ceremony

ESTEPONA.

of the recently renovated infrastructure, commenting that the
works had been completed two
months early. “A 33% reduction
in the planned work time, with
the importance that this implies
for the 50,000 users who use this
point of the A-7 motorway every
day,” he said.
The Cancelada junction allows
access to several population centers on both sides of the road and
to a series of surrounding beaches.
This measure forced users to
make the U-turn three kilometres
later, at the Benahavís junction,
“a situation that complicated traffic in an area with high mobility,
hence the government decided to
carry out an emergency complete
repair of the overpass, amounting to 774,773 euros and 6
months of execution”.

has announced a project to
construct a new municipal
tourist office on the Paseo
Marítimo in Los Boliches. The
initiative is part of a pledge by
the mayor, Ana Mula, to improve tourist information services in the town. The old offices (Paseo Jesús
Santos Rein) are
considered to
be impractical
because of
their location.
As indicated by the
R. Romero
mayor, the
implementation of the new facility has a budget of more than
300,000 euros and an initial
execution period of three
months.
The new facilities, explained
councillor for Tourism Rodrigo
Romero, “will be modern and
will have all the necessary resources to provide an excellent service to our visitors.”

The mayor of Marbella, Ángeles Muñoz, visited the site. SUR

San Pedro sports
centre put out to
tender for 5.7
million euros

JOAQUINA DUEÑAS. Marbella
council has put out to tender the
construction of the new indoor
sports hall in San Pedro Alcántara for almost 5.7 million euros.
It is a new facility that will be located on a 5,000-square-metre
municipal plot on Calle Lyon, in
the southern extension to San

Pedro, and will have an area of
4,300 square metres. The project consists of two floors in
which natural light will predominate with a unique roof and a
large multipurpose central court.
The work will need to be carried out within 15 months once
the contract has been awarded.
The mayor, Ángeles Muñoz,
explained, “it will become a
benchmark in an expanding
area thanks to state-of-the-art
design and a commitment to energy efficiency.”
The chosen plot has easy access from the Mediterranean
motorway and from San Pedro’s
main boulevard.

Torremolinos has
bolstered its reputation as a serious cultural destination with The new Ava Gardner mural. SUR
the addition of three new murals that have been painted on Sinatra, Camarón de la Isla and
the façades of prominent edi- Picasso, just a few of the iconic
fices . The recently inaugurated celebrities who have become part
mural route already boasts nu- of the town’s cultural history.
merous colourful graffiti-style
The new murals include An
paintings of John Lennon, Frank Oasis in Torremolinos, a four-

metre-high work by local artist
Ana Cortés, known by her artistic name of Bosska. The colourful work, which is located in the
neighbourhood of El Calvario,
represents freedom and diversity and is part of a project to revitalise spaces in residential areas of the town.
Ava Gardner, painted by graffiti artist NESUI SRC, is another
new piece of urban art that now
adorns the façade of the Hotel
Princesa Solar, while the San
Miguel Health Clinic was chosen
by graphic humourist Idígoras,
whose work highlights the dedicated support of the health workers during the coronavirus
pandemic.

MARBELLA

Three new works
of urban art for
Torremolinos
mural route
TORREMOLINOS
T. BRYANT.

Vital donation
for Cudeca
homecare teams
The Mayor of Benalmádena,
Víctor Navas, and members of
his council visited the Cudeca
Hospice last week to donate
15,000 euros to help support
the charity’s homecare programme. Cudeca has experienced a recent rise in demand
for its homecare teams and
these funds will help it to continue providing much needed
help and support to those in
the final stage of life.
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Red from top to bottom - Simon
Kinnersley, director, poses with
equipment at the plant in
Malaga. MIGUE FERNÁNDEZ

I

t’s no use trying to fight the red.
“It’s best to just embrace it,”
advises Simon Kinnersley, the
director of Óxidos Rojos de Málaga.
That’s what he did some time ago
now, and he seems to have
blended into this strange place.
Everything here - the floor, ceiling,
walls, machinery, workers and even
the office furniture and birds that
rest on the ceiling beams - are covered in a vermilion dust; the surface of Mars must look like this. It
also reminds you a bit of the Wild
West films.
This businessman greets his
visitors from his digger, dressed
in a tattered pink tee-shirt and
shorts that may once have been
blue. His naturally pale skin - he
is a foreigner by birth, although he
says he feels ‘malagueño’ - is tinged
with an earthy hue which has nothing to do with the sunbathing which
is enjoyed by so many retired Brits
on the Costa del Sol.
Now aged 70, he comes to work
at 7 o’clock every morning along
with his six employees at this unusual factory which produces 5,000
tonnes of high quality natural red
pigments a year and exports them
halfway round the world.

September 10th to 16th 2021
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A hundred
years of the
‘colorao’
factory
Industry. Óxidos Rojos de
Málaga has always been
owned by the same British
family and still sells the same
product: Spanish red

NURIA TRIGUERO

Óxidos Rojos de Málaga is probably the only surviving company
from the era of industrial splendour enjoyed by the province in
the 19th and early 20th centuries.
It was founded in 1905 by a British investor called Norman Stuart
Kinnersley - Simon’s grandfather
- who came from Somerset to seek
his fortune, although it was not until 1921 that the business was formally set up and registered. That’s
why they are celebrating its centenary this year, and they are still
going strong: 90 per cent of the factory’s production is exported to
over 30 countries and turnover is
expected to reach a record high
this year, around two million euros.
The original production plant
was in Huelin, in Calle Héroe de
Sostoa. It eventually had more than
100 employees and in the 1970s
it moved to the Guadalhorce industrial estate, where it remains
today. It immediately became
known as the ‘colorao’ factory. It
still does today what it used to do
a century ago: grinds the iron oxide extracted from Andalusian
mines to obtain what is known as
‘Spanish red’, a natural, economical, durable and non-toxic pow-

dered pigment with numerous
uses. Now, of course, they use more
machinery, with fewer workers
and in accordance with strict quality protocols.

One colour, a thousand uses
The head of exports, Raúl Sánchez,
says there are many uses for the
Oxired powder, which is its brand
name. “Painting ships, anti-corrosive coatings, roof tiles, bricks, concrete and cement (sports tracks
and cycle paths get their characteristic colour from ferric oxide),
fertilisers, animal food, to name a
few,” he says. But it has some more
unusual uses, too: in the past it has
been used as a food colouring and
for cosmetics. There is even evidence that in the mid-20th century in Kenya it was imported for
use as body paint in traditional
dances. Now, researchers from
Malaga university who have been
contracted by the company are
looking for innovative applications
for the product, which is in fact the
same one used by Homo Sapiens
to decorate the Altimira cave.
In those boom days of industry
in Malaga in the 1920s other companies, also financed by foreign
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History.
When it began, the factory was
in Huelin and at one time over
100 people worked there. SUR

Raw material. The ferric oxide is
obtained by grinding the stones
which arrive from a mine in Cordoba
province. M. FERNÁNDEZ

capital, produced the coveted
‘Spanish red’ as well, but over time
only this one remained, and not
just in Malaga but in the whole of
Spain. What is extraordinary is that
it is still in the hands of the same
British family: the heirs of Norman
Stuart Kinnersley, represented in
the Golden Valley Colours company, which was and still is the 100
per cent shareholder in Óxidos Rojos de Málaga.
The family character of this unusual industry is not just reflected
in its ownership: the jobs have also
passed from fathers to sons. One
of the oldest employees, Francisco
Ojeda, has been making ‘colorao’
for over 30 years, just as his father
did before him. And the only
woman on the staff, Isabel Bautista, who is the head of administration and quality, has been there
for 21 years and her uncle, Antonio González, was the factory manager for three decades.
“This really is a family business and all the employees have
been here a long time, so we almost think of it as ours,” she says.
The present director of Óxidos
Rojos de Málaga is the grandson
of the founder, which some peo-

Staff shortage
causes Covid
health control
chaos at Malaga
Airport

From show business reporter in
UK to grinding stones in Malaga
N. T.
MALAGA. Simon Kinnersley appears to be part of the Martian
landscape of Óxidos Rojos de
Málaga, but he has not always
ground stones in this 100-yearold business. In another life he
was a freelance journalist in
the UK, working for the Daily
Mail and the Sun, among other
big names, and from the 1970s
to 1990s he did a bit of everything: he began as a music critic
and for a time he specialised
in show business. Famous actors and singers gave him interviews, but “the street”, as he
puts it, was calling him. He was
a war reporter, covered the fam-

ple might think would make the
policy of the company pretty conservative. However, that isn’t Simon Kinnersley’s personality.
When he arrived in Malaga 16
years ago to take over a business
about which he knew nothing (“not
about the way it functioned, anyway,” he admits), the company was
in a difficult situation. “We needed
some major investment. I came
because I didn’t want the company
to close after such a long history:
it survived the First World War, the
Civil War, the Second World War...
we needed to keep it going,” he
says, and with “energy, passion
and new ideas” he convinced the
owners to invest the one and a half
million euros necessary to renew
the production line.
There was also a stroke of luck.
The most essential part of the factory is the mill where the stones
are ground to extract the red oxide. Buying a new one would have
cost a fortune and the shareholders were not prepared to pay it. Simon found an alternative, almost
by magic.

ine in Somalia and the outbreak
of the Aids pandemic, reported
on domestic violence when it
was seen as “women’s stuff ”
and also tried sports journalism. He was never on the staff,
“so I could always write what I
wanted,” he says.
When the professional conditions in the sector became
worse, he decided to embark
on a new adventure: refloating
the family business, an industry about which he knew nothing in a country he had rarely
visited. Now, at the age of 70,
he has no interest in retiring.
Simon - or Simón, as he calls
himself - loves Malaga: he likes
going for tapas in the different

1921
is the year when Óxidos Rojos
de Málaga was formally registered as a company

2 million
euros is expected to be the
company’s record turnover
this year
“We were driving through the
countryside in Jaén and we saw a
huge machine abandoned in a field.
I had a hunch about it, and we went
to ask what it was. They said I could
have it for 8,000 euros, but I didn’t
know if it was what we were looking for or whether it worked. I
found an expert in this type of
equipment: a British man who was
living in the USA. I sent him photos
of it by email and he said there was
no doubt about it, that it was a fantastic machine and would last for
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MATÍAS STUBER

Long queues and
crowds greeted flyers who arrived at Malaga airport on Sunday night when the Covid health
control system collapsed, as the
result of ten international flights
arriving in a two-hour slot.
The two channels were insufficient to process the flow of travellers and hour-long queues
were generated, admitted airport operator, Aena, saying it
was a “one-off” event, since the
arrival of several flights coincided in a short period of time.
Aena pointed out that, because of the Covid situation,
“You have to monitor a lot of
people, take the temperature of
everyone who arrives and check
the vaccination passports.”
The airport operator said the
coronavirus measures contract
was awarded to companies Mitie and Quirón. The former is in
charge of the administrative
part of the process and the latter of the health side of the
operation.
In the event that a passenger
does not pass the temperature
control, they are transferred to
a room for a more exhaustive
examination and where it is decided whether to notify Junta
de Andalucía health authorities
or not.
“We have already spoken with
the companies awarded the contract about increasing staffing,
especially when several planes
are expected to arrive at the
same time,” said the airport
spokeswoman.
Rachel O’Shea was one traveller from Ireland who posted
a video on social media saying:
“Welcome to the Covid control
at Malaga airport.”
The strict health protocols
and the lack of sufficient personnel at the controls caused
exactly what is intended to be
avoided throughout the pandemic: many people together
and without any social distancing in an enclosed place.
The incident was widely reported by the press in Britain.

MALAGA .

Simon Kinnersley

districts of the city, his friends
are local, and he is a member
of Malaga CF.

decades. And it is still working today,” he says proudly.
The Óxidos Rojos family is looking ahead with optimism, as they
celebrate the company’s centenary. “We’re sure we have a great
future. Now, at last, sustainability
is a priority concern and our product is more attractive than ever,
because it is a natural, cheap and
non-toxic alternative to synthetic
pigments,” says Raúl Sánchez.
In contrast to the simple production method of ‘Spanish red’
(drying and grinding ferric oxide,
one of the most abundant minerals on the Earth’s surface), synthetic pigments are made by burning scrap metal in Asian countries,
with the toxicity that that implies.
Also, the company is guaranteed a supply of its raw material
for some time: it has its own mining concession in Priego de Córdoba and the vein they are exploiting at present will go on for decades. The ‘colorao’ factory is prepared to continue for at least another hundred years, colouring the
world red.

Image of airport crowding in
Malaga on Sunday. SUR
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Torre del Mar to look to the skies
for the first time in two years

HERE AND THERE

The international air
show will be taking place
this weekend, having
been cancelled last year
due to Covid-19
EUGENIO CABEZAS

One of the most
anticipated and popular events
on the Costa del Sol will make a
return this weekend after it was
cancelled last year because of the
Covid-19 crisis.
On 10, 11 and 12 September
the Torre del Mar Air Festival will
return to the skies above the
town’s beach, with around 35 aircraft taking part in the flying
displays.
Aerobatics display teams Aspa
and Águila will feature and a Spanish Eurofighter jet will also be taking to the Axarquía skies from Friday onwards. In addition, on Sunday, the big day, there will be
Guardia Civil and National
Police force exhibitions.
The director of the Festival, Pablo González, has said that this

Jonathan ‘Pix’ Pickford was a member of band GU!R!. J. RAMSAY-WHALE

TORRE DEL MAR.

found the body of man on Monday morning during their search
for British musician Jonathan
‘Pix’ Pickford, who was
reported missing on 29 August.
Pickford had failed to return
to his home in Torre del Mar after
spending time with friends in the
Viñuela area.

Jo Ramsay-Whale, a friend of
Pix, whose social media post
sparked the initial hunt, posted
an update on Facebook saying,
“He has been found, in the area
of his van. He’s not alive. Thanks
to all who helped to find him x”
Pickford was well-known in
the Axarquía area as a member
of rock band GU!R!. The body was
found on one of the banks of the
La Oliva stream, in the Los Moras area, some 300 metres from
where his van and dogs had been
found the previous Friday.

VÉLEZ-MÁLAGA

MARO

Water ‘highway’ is 60
per cent complete

Environmentalists warn
of sunscreen risk

During a visit to the Axarquía last week, Junta de Andalucía president Juanma Moreno
told subtropical fruit growers that
the regional government was
“making a great effort,” to complete the work to connect the
province’s western and eastern
reservoirs, via a “water highway”.
Moreno said that work on the first
phase in Churriana is 60 per cent
complete. He added that another
section is being planned and two
more will be put out to tender this
month. “Unfortunately water is
not falling from the sky, there has
been 30 per cent less rainfall
since 1980,” he pointed out.

E. C. Environmental group Gena

ALMOGÍA

Body found in search for
missing British musician
J. CANO / F. TORRES. Authorities

The last Torre del Mar air show took place in July 2019. SUR

year’s event will include “many
new things”, noting that there will
be “nine participants that have
never been to Torre del Mar and
others that have never been seen
anywhere”.
In terms of the programme, all
the training sessions will take
place on Friday, from 9am to 6pm.
Saturday will be free for the pi-

lots to rest and Sunday will be the
festival itself, starting from
10.30am and running until
3.15pm. A free shuttle bus will be
made available from the El Ingenio shopping centre.
Deputy Mayor Jesús Pérez
Atencia said that the beaches
will be “subdivided to control
numbers”.

E. C.

Vélez-Málaga’s Red Cross
starts to extend services
J. RHODES

At the start of the
coronavirus pandemic, the Red
Cross (Cruz Roja) in Vélez-Málaga,
which also runs an English-language service, was forced to suspend many services and activities.
However, volunteer Richard
Weale has told SUR that the char-

VÉLEZ-MÁLAGA.

ity is now able to extend some of
the services that it provided
beforehand.
“As the situation improves, it is
hoped that the Red Cross can
gradually offer more services and
activities,” he said.
In the meantime, Richard confirms that the charity is now able
to offer the loan of physical aids

such as wheelchairs, crutches,
walking frames, and beds. “There
is no charge for the loan of these
items and, apart from the beds,
they are normally in stock and
available at relatively short notice.”
Lifts to attend important appointments such as medical checkups and the supply and installation of emergency help alarms are
also now available. Richard noted
that there is a charge for the alarm
service. For further information
and help, contact: email: 29094social@cruzroja.es or phone: 952 50
03 21.

- Ecologistas en Acción has written to Malaga’s provincial authority to warn of the risk to the protected Maro cliffs area of the use
of sunscreen by bathers.
In the letter the group urges
the authority to close the area to
the public as a preventive measure “in view of the more than
proven problem of pollution by
commonly used sunscreens”. According to Gena, marine life affected includes sea urchin, mussels, octopus, and crabs but it
adds, “There is no doubt that
many other as yet unstudied species can also be affected.”
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Traditional-leaning
bishop resigns post
over his love for a
satanic-erotic
book author

THE EURO ZONE
MARK NAYLER

A show of
support?

A. PANIAGUARMA. The Bishop of

T

he European Court of
Human Rights (ECHR)
has dismissed a case
against Spain brought by two
Catalan citizens who were seeking condemnation of the Spanish government’s intervention
in the independence referendum of October 1st 2017 (1-O).
Coming just ahead of Catalonia’s
National Day (Diada) tomorrow,
it’s a setback for the region’s secessionists, who have repeatedly requested that external
bodies such as the European
Union and the Council of
Europe, of which the ECHR is
part, support their bid to break
from Spain.
The ECHR ruled that Spanish
police violated no human rights
in their treatment of voters
throughout Catalonia on 1-O.
This seems to clash with the
verdict of Human Rights Watch,
an international monitoring organisation that conducted onthe-ground research immediately after the referendum and
concluded that police had used
“excessive force” - although one
could argue that, depending on
how “excessive force” is defined,
it doesn’t necessarily amount to
a violation of fundamental
rights.
The Catalan independence
movement is also being sullied
by investigations allegedly revealing its attempts to secure
Russian backing. A recently unveiled EU intelligence report has
found that Josep Lluis Alay, a
history professor at the University of Barcelona and senior advisor to self-exiled former Catalan president Carles Puigdemont, visited Russian officials
and former intelligence officers
in Moscow throughout 2019.
The goal of these meetings,
says the report, was to obtain

Russian support for Catalonia’s
attempts to secede from the rest
of Spain. Later text messages
also seem to show Catalan separatists to be concerned about
aggravating Russia: when Puigdemont expressed solidarity
with the pro-democracy Belarusian opposition, his lawyer texted Alay saying “we will have to
tell the Russians that this was
just to mislead”. Why would they
want to do that if the purpose of
the Moscow trips was journalistic, as Alay and Puigdemont
claim it was?
Current, pro-independence
Catalan president Pere Aragonès denies knowledge of the
visits to Russia, but they may
still complicate the latest round
of negotiations with PM Pedro
Sánchez, due to start next week.
When these talks were scheduled in June, Aragonès said they
were likely to be “the most difficult negotiations in all of contemporary history”. Given the
apparent irreconcilability of the
secessionists’ demands and the
Spanish government’s baseline
position, this is perhaps not as
big an overstatement as it
seems.
Covid-induced restrictions resulted in a neutered Diada last
year, with several separate
events attended by a total of
around 60,000 people. But in
2019, only about 600,000 people marched in favour of Catalan
independence, one of the lowest
turnouts in eight years. Tomorrow’s Diada, the first since thirteen imprisoned secessionist
leaders were pardoned in June,
will indicate how much support
remains for secession, as well as
being a celebration of the freedom to hold street-based gatherings again, regardless of their
political significance.

IN BRIEF
ZARAGOZA

LOGROÑO

Cadet dies of heat stroke
at top military academy

Babies swapped by
hospital at birth in 2002

C. VEGA A 22-year-old cadet from

SUR.

Gijón, identified with the initials
PJS, died on Monday at the General Military Academy of Zaragoza as a result of suffering heat
stroke during manoeuvres. The
young man had been with
his companions carrying out
an instruction and training
exercise.

A woman is claiming 3m
euros in compensation from the
local health authority in Logroño,
northern Spain, for the “human
error” which saw two recently
born babies swapped by staff in
the incubation ward at a nowclosed hospital in 2002. The
woman suing says she never got
to live with her real parents.

Houses in the central Madrid district of Malasaña this week. EP

‘Homophobic crime’
sees war of words
between left and
right-wing parties
SUR. The political left and right

were this week embroiled in a
very bitter war of words over a
disturbing homophobic attack,
which in the end turned out to
have been invented by the alleged victim to hide the real story.
At the start of the week, a 20year-old man reported that he
had been set on at the door to his
home in the Malasaña area of
Madrid by eight hooded men who
hurled homophobic abuse and
assaulted him, including marking on his bottom the word

‘maricón’ (poofter) with a knife.
Politicians on all sides condemned the attack and activist
groups called demonstrations.
Left-wing parties, particularly,
linked the attack quickly to alleged anti-diversity views by farright Vox party.
Among many comments from
senior politicians, Interior Minister, Fernando Grande-Marlaska
told media that Vox was “a worrying breeding ground”. Vox leaders strongly condemned their
political opponents and spoke
out forcibly against the attack.
On Wednesday, the young man
confessed that the damage to his
body had been part of a consensual sadomasochistic act.
Vox has called for the minister to resign after using the “fake”
attack for “political purposes”.

Solsona, in Catalonia, has resigned his position for love, it
has been revealed. Xavier Novell had already said he was
stepping down but until this
week the reason was unknown.
The bishop has met Silvia
Caballol-Clemente, a physiologist and writer - including of
two satanic-erotic novels - who
is divorced and with
two children.
Novell in the
past has not
hidden his
sympathy for
independence in CataXavier Novell.
lonia and has
defended conversion therapy
for homosexuals.
The Diocese of Solana has not
commented, saying the resignation is private. But Fermí
Manteca, a priest in the diocese,
was shocked by the abrupt departure given Novell’s conservative beliefs. “Going off with a
woman all of a sudden is a reason to be surprised,” he said.

Government to
‘hurry up’ with its
proposed moves to
stem record rises in
electricity prices
J. M. CAMARERO. The

A branch of Banco Sabadell in Barcelona. REUTERS

Banco Sabadell
looks to shut
nearly a third
of its branches
across Spain
COLPISA. One of Spain’s biggest

high-street banks is proposing
to close 320 branches, affecting
almost 31 per cent of its network
across the country.
If the plans go through, some
1,900 employees of Banco Sabadell, around 12.5 per cent of
the 15,000 workforce in Spain,
would lose their jobs.
Sabadell said on Tuesday that,
of the 320 branches to go, some
176 would be converted to offer basic services via ATM cash

(FILE IMAGE)

machines.
Some 1,639 branch-office employees would be affected by the
cuts, according to union sources,
while the rest of the jobs, around
260, would be lost from corporate centres and corporate
services.
Sabadell has blamed the cuts
on a search for greater profitability and the need to transform its business model. It has
set out an objective of reducing
it costs by 100 million euros.
The CCOO union said that it
rejects “all the explanations
given” and “unlike management,
seeks other alternatives to this
process”.
The union has also criticised
the “millionaire salaries” of
management and alleges that
new staff hiring has been carried out during 2021.

national
government is to speed up its
measures to bring relief to customers as wholesale electricity costs for those on the floating, regulated tariff continue
to break records.
On Tuesday this week, the
Ministry for Ecological Transition said it was almost ready
to unveil its ideas.
The government under Pedro Sánchez wants to get the
average electricity bill in homes
down to levels last seen in
2018, around 68 euros a
month on average.
Measures are likely to include boosting support for vulnerable people and the creation of ways for the big energy
providers to sell to small industrial customers at a different fixed price.
The opposition PP party
has proposed a law to parliament to reduce bills by 20 per
cent.
The price of wholesale electricity, which makes up part
of a household bill, is expected
to keep rising this weekend.
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IN BRIEF

The Supreme Court has
granted an order in civil proceedings for the confiscation of
over £1.7 million in cash which
was seized by the Royal Gibraltar Police as part of a money
laundering investigation against
the tobacco wholesaler Southease Limited. This follows a long
investigation by the RGP’s Money
Laundering Investigation Unit
after a robbery at the wholesaler’s premises in New Harbours, in 2016.

A further £450,000 was also
ordered to be paid by the respondents to cover the costs of
forensic accountants who had
been contracted to assist with
the investigation.
The funds will be confiscated
by the Court and dealt with by an
official receiver appointed by the
Court, and will go to the Government of Gibraltar. A police spokesperson said this order was a vindication of the unit’s hard work
and dedication over a number of
years, and that the order will show
the international community that
Gibraltar takes money laundering seriously.

WILDLIFE

HISTORY

Dolphin rescued from
inside silt curtain

Calpe Conference from
23 to 25 September

D.B. The Gibraltar Environmental

D.B.

CRIME

Court grants confiscation
of money-laundering cash
D.B.

Protection and Research unit
assisted a dolphin which was in
distress last Friday after it became trapped inside the silt curtain next to the Small Boats Marina. The alarm was raised
around 9am. Upon inspection,
the dolphin appeared to be in
good condition and divers were
used to open the silt curtain to
enable it to escape. It finally
managed to leave at 4.30pm.

This year’s Calpe Conference, which is organised by the
Gibraltar National Museum, will
take place from 23 to 25 September at the University and is
on the subject of the Iberian Neanderthals. Anyone who would
like to attend must register first,
via the Museum’s website. Registration is free for Gibraltar residents. There will be strict adherence to current Covid-19
rules throughout.

National Day usually is the biggest day in the Gibraltar calendar. SUR

National Day
in Gibraltar on
10 September
Low key. This is a day of huge
celebration, commemorating the
1967 referendum and right to
self-determination, but Covid has
stopped the party again this year
DEBBIE BARTLETT

S

eptember 10th is a red-letter day in the Gibraltar calendar as it is National Day,
and indeed Gibraltar itself normally turns red and white as the
population dress in the national
colours for the annual celebrations.
This year, like 2020, these celebrations will be muted because of
the coronavirus pandemic. There
will be no political rally in Casemates Square, no crowds, no live
music and dance performances,
no huge parties, as the entertainment will all be televised, but one
thing will remain the same as every
year: the Gibraltarians’ determination to remain British.
This is highlighted in chief minister Fabian Picardo’s National Day
message, a copy of which was released to the press on Thursday.
In it, he refers to the negotiations
regarding Gibraltar’s future relationship with the European Union,
and also to the referendum held
on 10 September 1967 when the
people of Gibraltar made it very
clear that they wanted to stay British and accept no control from

Spain.
“On the 10th September 1967
we made a choice. We chose to remain British. And today we commemorate and celebrate that
choice. In the same way as our forefathers said then, we are clear. This
land is our land. The soil of Gibraltar belongs to no one but the people of Gibraltar. The soil of Gibraltar will belong to no one but the
people of Gibraltar. No one but the
Gibraltarians will decide the future of this, our land. And we will
never make or permit any concessions on our sovereignty. We will
preserve and maintain full jurisdiction and control over our land
and every part of our sea and air.
That is not just our position. It is
the position of the United Kingdom too. And in the months to
come we - alongside the UK - will
negotiate commercial and immigration arrangements with the EU
which will not impinge on sovereignty in any way. We will negotiate a future treaty that we will agree
only if it is in keeping with the New
Year’s Eve Agreement. And we will

be clear in that negotiation: Only
we will decide who enters or does
not enter Gibraltar. We will never
cede that decision making power
to anyone,” the message reads.
The reference to the Gibraltar
authorities deciding who enters or
does not enter is a bone of contention in the EU’s draft negotiating
mandate for the forthcoming talks.
Under the New Year’s Eve agreement-in-principle, which forms
the negotiating position of Gibraltar, UK and Spain, if Gibraltar is
granted access to the Schengen
area, the Schengen border would
be manned by the EU’s Frontex
force and the information sent remotely to Spain, which is officially
responsible for control of that border. This is because the Gibraltar
government made it very clear that
it would never accept Spanish security forces on its territory.
However, when the EU’s draft
negotiating mandate was published, it said that Spanish officers
would control the border, which
would be at Gibraltar airport and
port, which Gibraltar and UK insist is completely unacceptable.

Land border
If a treaty can be agreed - and
Picardo insists that he is still optimistic that it can - the land border
between Gibraltar and Spain would
be abolished, but anyone arriving
in Gibraltar by air or sea will pass
through a control manned by the
Gibraltar Borders Agency, exactly
as they do at present, before reaching the Schengen control.
The Gibraltar government has
always been clear that these negotiations will not be easy, but for one
day at least, Friday 10 September,
the mood will be lighter as Gibraltarians young and old celebrate
who they are and their love for the
very special place in which they
live.
And as Picardo also said as he
concluded his message: “See you
in Casemates in 2022, the 55th
anniversary of the referendum.”
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THE BIGGER PICTURE
JEREMY BLATCH

 jb@ehh.gi

‘Nothing is as permanent as a temporary
government spending programme’

E

conomist Milton Freidman was right about
‘temporary’ government
spending. In 1803, the UK government devised income tax as a
temporary measure to pay for
the Napoleonic Wars. It’s still
here! In 1971, President Nixon
removed the physical gold backing of the US dollar. He promised
in his speech to the nation that it
would be temporary and that the
move would stabilize the currency. Fifty years later, the US
dollar is not only unstable, but it
has lost around 95% of its value
against gold since Nixon made
the announcement!
Meanwhile, since 1971, gold
has returned to the investor a
gain of approximately 4,457% or
an 8% compound annual growth
on capital, outperforming the
S&P 500 Index of large US businesses over the same period.
Gold is a proven hedge against
the destruction of the USD’s purchasing power. Since 1971, the
history of gold and the case for
gold ownership has not been
taught in economics classes nor
included in MBA or FCA curriculum. It’s as if gold has disappeared from the financial system, when in fact it has never
gone away. Whilst he was Chair
of the Federal Reserve Bank,
Alan Greenspan disparaged
gold, but in his book The Map
and the Territory 2.0, he admits
that gold is the real asset underpinning the international monetary system.
The gold price moves on fear
and uncertainty, and since the financial crash of 2009, central
banks around the world have
been aggressive buyers of gold.
China is the world’s largest producer and importer of gold to
hedge their position in US Treasuries and the USD. Because they
do not file with the World Gold
Council, we can only guess at
their current reserves, guarded
by the People’s Liberation Army
under a mountain somewhere in
China. Meanwhile the US holds
around 11,000 metric tons,
which are stored at Fort Knox
and West Point. Recently Brazil,
Thailand and Russia, along with

The author is a member of the
Society of Trustees and Estate
Practitioners and an investment
counsellor. The comments and
observations by the author are a
reflection of his opinion and do
not constitute an offer to buy and
hold securities, nor does he
receive any remuneration of any
kind from names referred to.

EU countries like Hungary and
Poland, have increased their reserves of gold. Do they know
something we don’t?

The author is a member of the
Society of Trustees and Estate
Practitioners and an investment
counsellor. The comments and
observations by the author are a
reflection of his opinion and do
not constitute an offer to buy and
hold securities, nor does he
receive any remuneration of any
kind from names referred to.

Investors should own gold as
insurance in a long-term investment strategy. If an allocation of
10% to gold declines by 20%,

this results in an overall loss of
2%, which is hardly a catastrophe. But if this 10% allocation
gains 500%, it will go a long way
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to protect other risk assets. Since
1971, we have experienced two
bull markets (rising prices), during which the gold price gained
2,000% and 700%. Both cycles
lasted about ten or eleven years.
Currently, we are four years into
a third bull market in gold with
some six years left to run, if history ‘rhymes’.
Sensible investors own physical gold, avoid any counterparty
risk and allocate 10% of their net
worth to avoid instability caused
by our governments.
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LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

Bank robbers
With reference to Nuria Trigueros’s excellent article last week
(August 27th 2021) on bank charges.
I have been with a bank for 21 years (It shall remain nameless, but has red and green in its logo). I had a sizeable investment in a bond for 5 years. When it matured the interest accrued was 22 euros, or 4.40 euros per year to be exact.
Foolishly I agreed to another bond that was guaranteed, then
got a letter in the post to say the guarantee was to be removed.
We had a signed agreement; surely the initial contract should
have been honoured? Now all of a sudden my wife and I are
being charged 28 euros each for our debit cards and 30 euros
for maintenance (What’s to maintain?) We had some other issues with them so I have decided to change banks.
It’s very easy – Go to another bank with all your existing bank
details and the new bank will transfer everything over free of
charge. There used to be a time when people used to rob banks,
now it’s the banks robbing people. These hidden charges are
daylight robbery. I am so looking forward to one of those bank
heist films. I will be rooting for the villains. TONY RUIZ

It’s a mystery?
I have a holiday flat in a complex on the paseo in Marbella.
Up until 1st August this year,
there were about six feral cats
in the complex - all neutered
by some kind resident, all well
fed by all of us, and healthy.
The same cats have been here
for some years now and we
have become very fond of

them. But after the 1st August
they all disappeared - as did
the few cats in the restaurants
near us. The owners of these
restaurants had no problem they say - and also have no
idea where the cats went.
Were they adopted? Relocated
or poisoned…? Long ago this
used to happen but we hoped
this cruel custom had been
stopped. VICTORIA MURPHY

THE MUSIC MAKER
PETER EDGERTON
www.e-peter.com

Food forethought

W

ell it had to happen, I
suppose. Just when
we thought the world
of gastronomy couldn’t get any
more absurdly self-indulgent,
somebody somewhere has come
up with a beauty. I genuinely had
to look twice - a kind of exaggerated double take that Stan Laurel would have been proud of.
I was, as usual, whizzing
through the fruit and vegetable
section, studiously ignoring its
dubious delights, and - as all rightthinking souls do - heading
straight for the crisps aisle, when
I caught a glimpse of a little sign
on the refrigerated shelves. I
blinked, rubbed my eyes, did the
Stan Laurel thing but, alas, all to
no avail - there was no escaping
the disconcerting truth:
DIET SALAD - 2,99.
What in heaven’s name is diet
salad? Usually when something
is marketed as the diet version it
means that all the good bits have
been taken out. Given that salad

doesn’t have any good bits in the
first place, this couldn’t be the
case here. I peered gingerly at the
product, half expecting to see an
empty box and hoping to indulge
in a huge sigh of relief as I realised that the whole thing had been
a harmless prank. But no, there
it all was: the sweetcorn and the
beetroot and the shredded carrots, plus all kinds of unspeakable green stuff that I had no wish
to dwell upon any further. I legged
it out of there sharpish.
How did this work in the supermarket’s creative department
meeting?
‘Look here, García. We need to
sell people more stuff with a faux
healthy moniker. It’s all the rage.
Put your thinking cap on, son:’
‘What about Diet tonic water,
sir?’
‘It’s been done, you fool.’
‘Zero to the power of ten soft
drinks?’
‘Ditto. Come on lad! We’ll be
here all day.’

‘I’ve got it, sir. Diet salad!’
Diet salad? Has your wife put
some wacky baccy in your coffee,
lad? Diet salad? Even the eternally
gullible unwashed masses won’t
fall for that one.’
Weeks later diet salad is flying
off the shelves and García is promoted to chief blue sky, out-ofthe-box, creative seller, thinky
person.
The irony, of course, is that
we’re kidding ourselves. My
brother used to work as an air
steward - or whatever they call
them these days - for British Airways. He would often regale us
with tales of first class passengers ordering whopping triple
burgers, lorry loads of chips and
mega buckets of ice cream, before adding ‘Oh, and a diet Coke.’
No, if we truly wish to stop wobbling, there’s only one timeless
formula that counts: eat less, do
more.
Now then, where did I put my
crisps?

IDÍGORAS
Atajate is the only place in Malaga province that has had no registered Covid infections
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Bullfighting persists in Ronda

L

ast year all events with bullfighting
(like many other festivals) were cancelled. While may summer bullfights
were also called off this year, this September, Ronda decided to hold the traditional
‘Corrida Goyesca’.
Ronda sets the standards of bullfighting in Spain, and especially in Ronda bullfighting is perceived by many local people as being an integral part of their historical culture.
Unsurprisingly, the town, considered the
cradle of modern bullfighting, shows its devotion to the sophisticated tradition, or
rather artistic show, depicting the aesthetics of the era of the Spanish artist, Fran-

cisco de Goya.
Hollywood’s Oscar red carpet would
envy the arrival of guests for the flamboyant event. The young women of Ronda
shine as ‘Damas Goyesca’, or in their best
‘feria’ dresses, and the men wear their
elegant costumes. Incidentally, in 2008,
toreador Cayetano Rivera Ordóñez appeared in a ‘Goyesco’ bullfighting costume designed by the haute couture
maestro Giorgio Armani.
However, bullfighting is still bullfighting
and is now considered a deeply controversial spectacle, especially on the wave of the
growing animal rights movement.
Nevertheless, for the proponents, bull-

fighting still remains an art form created
by a skilful artist - the toreador - while being in permanent danger during the exciting performance.
To those who compare bullfighting to
‘blood sport’, supporters respond that indeed there is no direct competitive element
in it. Moreover, in their opinion, the ‘plaza
de toros’ should not be called a slaughterhouse either, because toreadors follow rules,
procedures, and traditions that have been
developed over centuries.
In any case, Ronda annually attracts many
nobles, celebrities and artistic personalities to witness the duel between a human
being and an animal which (in spite of common opinion) takes place only once a year.
The American author Ernest Hemingway was one of those who admired Ronda
and its art. The writer saw bullfighting as
“an art form which explored fear and courage, and the battle between life and death.”
He stressed that “courage and grace is a
formidable mixture”, and “the only place
to see it is the bullring.”

If opponents of the slaughter relate the
spectacle to cruelty we should not forget
that we indeed live in the world where
whales, dogs, baby seals and pigs are still
traditionally killed for eating and in some
cases die a brutal and traumatic death. On
a less horrendous scale we don’t mind buying eggs produced by hens that are
crammed all their life in a small cage and
never stand on the ground, simply because
their eggs are cheaper.
But the ‘Corrida Goyesca’ in Ronda is not
cheap at all - the tickets cost about 130
euros, and are difficult to acquire. Especially this time people bought them out of
concern because they were aware that the
Covid-19 crisis has hit the sector hard: jobs
are on the line and those rearing bulls for
fights are also struggling.
And here arises the question - if the pandemic keeps us away from bullfighting,
might it lead to the demise of the controversial tradition?
Or will at least Ronda persist and thereby
uphold its spectacular tradition...
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IN THE FRAME

The Briton who
found a ‘window’
of opportunity on
the Costa del Sol
Martin Minor. Positive thinking
has helped this entrepreneur
from the UK break down
barriers and find success
in the sun
ALEKK M.
SAANDERS

L

iving in another country
is a dream, but also a
struggle. It is important
to stay optimistic even in the
ongoing pandemic situation.
Positive thinking and networking have helped British expat
Martin Minor in his search for
jobs and new businesses on the
Costa del Sol.
Martin Minor moved to Spain
13 years ago and immediately
fell in love with the cheerful
coastline of Benalmádena. He
remembers how he could hardly
believe (after living in England)
that the sun was “able” to shine
almost all year round. The
weather improved his mood and
motivation.
This new environment kickstarted Martin into trying something new professionally, after
previously working in construction. Considering himself as a
very open person he didn’t mind
knocking on any door, even expecting to hear ‘no’ to his suggestions. His communication
skills helped him acquire new
contacts leading to new experi-

ences and job opportunities.
“Living in a very new and
even totally foreign place needs
much more effort than in your
own country. My first house in
Benalmádena was in Bonanza.
It is a very British spot because
there are lots of places to eat, to
drink and to entertain in a very
British way. I started helping to
arrange tribute shows in one of
the clubs in the area. Later, I became a manager and brought
quite well-known British tribute artists to local hotels along
the Costa and to the Rock. Besides welcoming ‘stars’, we were
also scouting talents to produce
and promote,” he told SUR in
English.
Britons in Spain often seem
to dare only to start a real estate
agency, a cleaning company or
a restaurant business. And following that pattern, Martin also
opened a cleaning company
along with his Ukrainian partner.
“Cleaning services are something in demand in any tourist
resort. My existing network was

Martin Minor, from cleaning to windows in Benalmádena. SUR

also useful, because word of
mouth is the best ally in terms of
advertising and can lead to the
success of any business. Knowing this, I didn’t hesitate later to
open a bar in La Carihuela, Torremolinos. It was a socialising
place for expats. In Torremolinos there are lots of bars for consumers to choose from.
“Despite this competition, I
was still able to make my bar
successful but later I felt that I
was spending too much time
there which more and more limited my time and affected my
flexibility,” he said.
Having got rid of the bar, Martin and his partner suddenly decided to make a sharp turn towards industry, though Martin
had his doubts.
“Sincerely, like other expats
I also thought it is really impossible to carry out an industrial

“I’m an optimistic person
who is sure that
opportunity is all around
us,” says Martin, who
made an industrial
project work on the Costa

project in Spain because of the
bureaucratic procedures and
‘mañanas’,” he said.
“But as I said, I am an optimist. Additionally, my Ukrainian partner reminded me that
Britain had become ‘Great’
based upon skills related to being the first industrial country
to establish manufacturing. In
the end I was convinced and we
set up a workshop to start window production in Malaga,” he
continued.

But why windows? “Living in
different apartments on the
Costa del Sol, I soon realised that
the construction of some houses
is a disaster. Moreover, it’s a
common thing not to have heating here. So in winters it literally feels warmer outside your
apartment than indoors. Spanish houses are indeed built to
be cool but we, northern residents, suffer from this ‘coolness’
in winter, he said.
Martin went on to point out
that the locals on the Costa del
Sol say that the cool weather
only lasts a couple of week and
advise you to use a “brasero”, a
typical heater placed under a
table covered with a cloth.
“At the same time gaps in window and door frames are not
‘covered’, or rather ‘sealed’ at all
as Andalusians in general don’t
pay much attention to insulation like we do. However, with
proper insulation it is possible
to keep cool in summer and
warm in winter and save energy
and thereby money. That’s why
we started producing insulating windows,” he added.
It wasn’t just the lack of insulation and the use of braseros
that confused Martin when he
came to Spain. The Spanish
work routine in general first
shocked him and then made
him eventually understand.
“In the very beginning lunch
breaks that can stretch up to
two to three hours were annoying for me. Now I can also relax
for an hour in the afternoon, although being in permanent
movement is more natural to
me. I cannot stay passive-like
or idle. I must move and it
doesn’t matter in which direction as long as I’m doing something,” he said.
Perhaps it is in those long
lunch breaks that Martin finds
time to think up new projects.
“I allow myself to dream a little and strive hard to fulfil [those
dreams]. You know, I am an optimistic person who is sure that
opportunity is all around us,”
he concluded.
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Who is Thomas
Helmig? 5,000
Danes will be at his
Fuengirola concert
A legion of fans are flying
in from Denmark to see
the star perform in concert
for the first time in three
years at Marenostrum
on Saturday

REGINA SOTORRÍO

Make a note of this
name: Thomas Helmig. It may
not ring any bells and you may
never have heard any of his
songs, but Helmig will be causing
huge excitement among the
Danes of the Costa del Sol this
weekend. The artist will be filling the Marenostrum Fuengirola
on the hill of the Sohail Castle on
Saturday, and most of the audience of 5,000 (the maximum permitted under the Covid-19 restrictions) will be Danish.
He is the Danish Alejandro
Sanz, a 1980s music star who is
still performing and attracting
a legion of fans everywhere he
goes. Helmig can boast of being
the pop star who has won the
most awards in his home country, including the Danish Music
Awards Prize of Honor, the honorary award which is granted to
the greatest personalities in the
industry. He writes his own

MALAGA .

songs, but also composes for
films and for other Danish singers.
His concert in Fuengirola has
filled local hotels and makes it
difficult to find a direct flight
from Copenhagen to Malaga at
present. It is estimated that
about 500 of the tickets have
been purchased by Danish residents of the area, but the other
4,500 have been acquired elsewhere. “And that is something
very special. Never have so
many people travelled to see a
Danish artist perform abroad,”
says Henrik Andersen, the promotor of the concert.

Three years with no concerts
Several factors explain this. With
the pause forced by the pandemic, the concert that Thomas
Helmig is giving in Fuengirola
will be his first in three years. It
is happening at a time of recovery, when Danish music lovers
are longing to travel again and
wishing to enjoy the last days of
the summer in southern Europe.
“And Malaga is very fashionable
nowadays,” says Andersen.
The singer also has a personal
link with this area, which makes
the concert even more unusual.
He has a second home here,
where he spends long periods
with his family, and one of his
ballads is dedicated to the province. If you search for his name
on Google, the videoclip called
Malaga is one of the first results,

Thomas Helmig wrote a song called ‘Malaga’. SUR

with nearly four million viewings. It will undoubtedly be one
of the most popular songs at his
concert on Saturday.
In order for this performance
to take place, more than 5,000

He has been performing
since the 1980s and he
is as famous in Denmark
as Alejandro Sanz is in
Spain

antigen tests will have to be carried out (on the public and the
workers) during the day. Danish
travellers also have to show a
valid Covid certificate when they
fly.
This event has become a tradition for the Danish community. Since 2007 Henrik Andersen, who has been living in
Malaga for more than 20 years,
has organised an annual concert on the Costa del Sol, featuring an artist from his home
counry. “And bit by bit it has
grown,” he says. Normally it
takes place inside the Sohail Castle with an audence of about
1,500, most of whom are foreigners who live in Malaga, but
the pandemic has changed
things. On one hand, the desire

to get back to something resembling normality has caused more
excitement than in prevous
years, and on the other, Andersen says, many Danish people
decided to go home during the
pandemic and that means that
this year most of those attending the concert will be coming
from Denmark.
They are travelling because
they want to see Thomas Helmig perform live, but that is no
the only reason. “Many will take
the opportunity to stay for a
week or two. In northern Europe,
everyone talks about the Costa
del Sol,” says Andersen, who admires Marenostrum for putting
on concerts to add culture to the
traditional tourist attractions of
sunshine and beaches.

The Goyesca
returns to Ronda

ARJONA

VANESSA MELGAR

Ronda enjoyed the most important
date in its social calendar last weekend with the celebration of the
Goyesca bullfighting festival. The
mountain city in Malaga province is
known as the birthplace of modern
bullfighting and its historic bullring
is the scene each year of spectators
and locals dressing in costume from
the eighteenth century, the time of
painter Francisco Goya, and a turnout of many in Spanish high society.
Among those present at the event,
which was cancelled last year, was
Cayetano Rivera (right hand photo),
part of the Ordóñez-Rivera dynasty
of three generations of bullfighters
deeply associated with the Ronda
Plaza de Toros and the Goyesca
event.
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WHAT HAPPENED TODAY?
E10 SEPTEMBER 1981

Artista
Cuadro
Exposición
Guerra
Bombardeo
Muertos
Grito
Llamas
Democracia
Libertad
Museo
Rechazo
Dictador
Anexo
Exponer
Público
Aniversario

Picasso’s Guernica is finally brought to Spain
The artist, who was
born in Malaga,
refused to allow his
anti-war painting to
enter the country until
democratic freedoms
had been restored

it is a savage portrayal of man’s
inhumanity to man. Picasso
expressed his horror at the
barbarity of the attack, in
which 1,000 people were
killed, by painting the picture
in shades of black, white, and
gray, and its jagged features
include a screaming woman,
ne of Picasso’s most a dead child, a gored horse, a
famous works, the dismembered soldier, flames
massive Guernica, and other nightmarish images
which reflected the carnage of that effectively evoke the horthe Nazi bombing of the ror of war.
Picasso insisted that the
Basque town of the same name
in the Spanish
h Civil War, was work was never
neve to come to
Spain until
commissioned by Spain’s
unt democracy
returned to the
republican governovernwas re
country.
In 1939
ment for the Paris
coun
International Exhe passed it to
the
hibition in 1937.
37.
th New York
Museum of ModThe artist, who
ho
Mu
ern Art on an exwas living in
er
tended loan and
Paris at the time,
ten
me,
there
completed the
the it stayed for
four decades,
painting, which
ch
fo
apart from occais 3.5 metres high
igh
ap
Pablo Picasso. EFE
sional tempoby 7.8 metres
res
sio
wide, in just three
hree weeks and
rary loans to museums in

O

A group of people contemplating Guernica in Madrid. EFE

Europe, before finally being
moved to the country of
Picasso’s birth, eight years after his death.
In 1968, having released a
little of his iron grip on the
country by restoring some liberties, the dictator General
Franco attempted to have
Guernica brought to Spain, but

Picasso was adamant in his refusal to allow his painting to
enter the country.
Franco died in 1975, two
years after Picasso, and King
Juan Carlos I began to restore
democracy, but Picasso’s family insisted that more still
needed to be done and it was
not for another six years that

Artist
Picture
Exhibition
War
Bombing
Deaths
A scream
Flames
Democracy
Freedom
Museum
Refusal
Dictator
Annex
To display
Public
Anniversary

the picture was finally delivered on 10 September, under
heavy guard, to Madrid, to an
annex to the Prado Museum.
On 25 October, which would
have been Picasso’s 100th
birthday, it was put on display
to the public.
It is now in the Reina Sofia
museum in Madrid.
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DENISE BUSH

READERS’ PHOTOS

GARDENING

Daphne bholua
Native to Nepal and the eastern Himalayas, Daphne is a
member of the Thymelaeaceae
family and is a semi-evergreen
shrub with an upright habit. It
is not drought resistant and
must never be allowed to completely dry out, especially during the growing season.
Like other Daphnes, D.
bholua flowers in the winter

and has small clusters of very
sweetly scented flowers. The
small, dark-pink flower buds
open to pale-pink, four-petalled
flowers, each with a yellow eye.
These are followed by purpleblackberries. The clove scent
will fill a small space and can
be overpowering in a patio.
Daphne bholua is one of the
species
of
pecies

Daphne bholua and close up of blooms (inset). WIKIMEDIA

Daphne traditionally used to
make paper hence the common
name, paper daphne. The inner bark contains a fibre used
to make rope and, although
most parts of the plant are toxic,
the bark and roots are used in
traditional medicines to treat
fevers. Care must be taken
when handling as the sap can
be an irritant and the toxins can
also be absorbed
through
a
the skin.
ski
The
Th leathery leaves
are around 5-10cm
long
lo and depending
on
o the location, the
shrub
may lose all
s
of
o them in the winter.
t A good site for
Daphne
bholua is
D
in a sheltered position
away from
tio
strong
stron winds and with
some shade on hot afternoons.
ternoon It prefers an
acidic soil and
will grow in a
a
large container.
Propagation is difficult as
Daphne bholua is very slow
growing and cuttings often die
before producing roots. The
seeds are viable for only a short
time and must be sown as soon
as they are ripe. Commercially
grown Daphnes are usually
grafted onto roostocks of related species or grown by micropropagation techniques.
This makes them more expensive than some other shrubs.
Daphne bholua can suffer
die back if pruned so avoid cutting it back, and it does not
transplant well so care must
be taken, even when re-potting, not to disturb the roots.
There are lots of different cultivars but D. bholua Jacqueline
Postill is often considered the
best, although at two to three
metres tall when it reaches maturity it may be a bit big for
some smaller gardens.

ELISABETH

Cheese plant flower
Not many people know this but Monstera deliciosa (Swiss Cheese
plant) will flower when it’s really happy and produce edible fruit.

MARIA HILLEN

A birthday gift
This Dipladenia was given to reader Maria Hillen as a birthday present last year and it is now smothered in blooms.

PHOTOS

Calling all gardeners
We know many of our readers have lovely gardens, or
enjoy growing plants on
their terraces or balconies
and some like to take photos
of plants they see when out
and about. Why not share
them with others? Email

your photos to english@diariosur.es or send them to
SUR in English, Avda Dr Marañón 48, 29009 Málaga,
with a caption and a few
words of explanation. Alternatively, you can send them
to us via Facebook (surenglish) or Twitter
(@SUR_English).
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Costa clubs welcome
a new term of
learning and
fundraising
The U3A, Arts Society
and other local societies
have a full programme
of events for the autumn
and winter months
TONY BRYANT / JENNIE
RHODES

U3A Costa del Sol

Educational classes and
leisure activities
The U3A Costa del Sol, a volunteer-run association that aims to
promote learning for personal
fulfilment and pleasure, will resume its courses in Fuengirola
next month. Following an 18month break due to the pandemic, the Fuengirola branch
will be offering a full schedule of
educational classes and leisure
activities at different locations
in the town: these will include St
Andrew’s Church, the Cafeteria
Manila and the Hogar Social de
Fuengirola (pensioners club).
The classes will include The Art
and Artists Group, Science and
Technology, Ukulele for Beginners, the Modern Jive Club,
Flower Arranging Spanish for
Beginners and Intermediate Conversation, among others.
Those who enjoy sport and
leisure can choose from a variety of activities such as darts,
snooker, padel, table tennis and
petanca, as well as yoga and
walking and hiking groups.
The association also hosts
lectures and talks (given by
members who want to share
their knowledge and experiences), quiz nights, coffee mornings and a monthly Ladies Who
Lunch club.
Membership registration and
group enrolment can be made at
the Cafeteria Manila (Paseo
Marítimo Los Boliches) on Monday 27 September between
10.30am and 12.30pm. Membership costs ten euros per term
(October 4 – December 17,
January 10 -March 25, March
28 – May 27). The price for new
members wishing to join for
three terms is 25 euros, while
existing members pay 15 euros.
Enrolment takes place on a
first-come-first-served basis
and those wishing to register

are reminded to complete an
enrolment slip stating their
name, membership number, email address and preferred activities. Membership and enrolment forms, along with timetables and group information, can
be obtained from the U3A website (www.u3afuengirolacostadelsol.com).
The fee entitles all members
to participate in as many group
activities as they wish (subject
to availability).
Simply Surviving

Fundraising activity
The Simply Surviving group has
announced that it will resume it
activities this month following
its summer break. The charitable group, a platform which seeks
to support entertainment venues, artists and local businesses
that have suffered financially due
to the effects of the pandemic,
will be holding a series of fundraising events for its chosen charity. This month’s campaign is in
aid of Age Concern Fuengirola/Mijas/Benalmádena, a volunteer run charity that supports
the over-50s English-speaking
community.
One of the highlights of the
campaign will take place on Friday 24th of September, when
four group members, one of
whom is 87, will take part in Age
Concern’s Zip Line Challenge in
Alhaurín de la Torre. More than
20 fundraisers will participate
in the event, a 1.2-kilometre
flight that will reach speeds of
up to 100 kilometres per hour.
Other events include a dinner and fashion show (13 September), a fun quiz afternoon,
held at the Restaurante Verona,
Mijas (22 September), and the
historical walking tours of Mijas (2, 8, 14, 23 and 28 October).
For more information about
the group’s activities, see the
Simply Surviving Facebook page
or contact Val Williams:
951313257, or Alan Boardman:
610522605.
Mijas Dementia Support group

Fashion show
The Mijas Costa Alzheimer and
Dementia Support Group, an organisation founded in conjunction with Age Care Mijas, will hold

U3A members get together at a pre-Covid meeting in 2019. SUR

its fundraising Ladies Lunch and
Fashion Show at the El Jinete restaurant in La Cala de Mijas on
Wednesday 29 September. Tickets for the event, which begins
at 12.30pm, cost 35 euros (ten
euros of which will go to the charity) and will include lunch, a fashion show by Mapuchi Moda, entertainment and a raffle.

Reservations can be made by
phoning 610774408.
The Arts Society

New season
The different Arts Societies across
Malaga province (Nerja, Costa
del Sol and Benahavís) are beginning a new season of lectures
and other events. The Nerja so-

ciety is holding a coffee morning
to welcome new members on 21
September at the Varadero restaurant in Torrox Costa from
11am.
The Nerja and Costa del Sol
societies will be sharing eight
lectures during the 2021-22 season. In Nerja the first talk will
take place on October 5 2021 with
Chair, Helen Sijsling’s Flamenco:
The heartbeat of the South talk.
The Benahavís society’s first
talk will be starting on Tuesday
28 September with a talk on Cleopatra. This lecture will be delivered by Zoom because of a refurbishment of the town hall. Future meetings should take place
at the venue itself.
It is hoped that all 14 Nerja lectures will be given live, but each
one will also be streamed so that
members and visitors have the
option to watch them from home.
For further information visit:
www.theartssociety.org and look
for the three local societies’ pages.
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The place that
Esperanza GómezCarrera calls home
Seven years after her last
show, the Malaga artist
and London resident has
a new exhibition in her
home city, designed for
La Casa Amarilla
CRISTINA PINTO

MALAGA. People are said to return
to places where they were happy
and, although Esperanza GómezCarrera has been living in London
for many years, whenever she
comes back to Malaga she is overjoyed to be home, close to her
roots. She hasn’t exhibited here
since 2014, so this return is a reason for celebration and that is why
she has called the show Times
That Were Awaiting Me (Beyond
Words).
The exhibition is taking place
at La Casa Amarilla. From the entrance to this small gallery you can
see a large door, inviting you into
the display: it is the piece called
Lights in Search of Freedom, which
is born from books: the pages show

the way to the light from the window. Towards freedom.
Walking through the gallery a
few minutes before the official
opening, Esperanza never stopped
smiling and couldn’t hide her joy
at being home again.
“I love Malaga, that’s why these
are the wonderful times that
awaited me, the times when I am
truly happy in my own city,” she
said.
Books fill the room but the protagonists are the stories inside. A
small window of minimalism
peeps out of each of them to reveal the message inside: “It’s as if
the characters in the book come
out and tell their story. I’m a very
fanciful person,” she said.
This exhibition has been designed specifically for La Casa
Amarilla (Calle Santos, 7) and it
can be visited until 26 September.
Esperanza has been preparing for
it for the past 18 months.
“There are 29 works created especially for this exhibition, apart
from two or three that I have already shown in London or Italy,”
she said. One of those is I Fell in
Love With You As I Was Looking
at You, and as we regard it Esperanza’s eyes shine and she

Carmen Thyssen Museum
MALAGA. C/ Compañía, 10. 10am 8pm Tuesday to Sunday.
Collection. Until 15 September. To
celebrate the tenth anniversary of
the Museum there is an exhibition of
works by Rusydael, Canaletto, Friedrich, Corot, Degas, ToulouseLautrec, Pissaro, Picasso, Matisse,
Munch, Nolde, Goncharova and Stepanova among others.

Gómez-Carrera, at the opening of her exhibition. MARCOS ÁLVAREZ

smiles as she remembers the event
that gave the work its name.
“There’s a wonderful story behind
that one,” she said.
And so Esperanza Gómez-Carrera has come home and is very
happy, among the pages of books
and stories that invite us to fantasise about her characters. This is
a display full of freedom, which
she has been waiting for some time
to take to her home city and which
goes far beyond words. These are
the times that were awaiting her.
The exhibition is open Monday
to Wednesday 10am-2pm, Thurs-

day and Friday 10am-2pm and 58pm, and Saturday 10am-2pm.

Isla Negra
Esperanza Gómez Carrera is also
featured in a four-artist show entitled Deconstruction for Creation
- Feeling Art Made of Books, which
can be seen until 2 October at Isla
Negra, an antiquarian book
shop/contemporary art gallery
situated in the historical centre of
Malaga (Calle Álamos, 15). Opening hours: Monday to Friday
10.30am-2pm, 5pm- 8.30pm; Saturday 10.30am-2pm.

Sempiterno, Malaga

Sempiterno
MALAGA. Until 8 October. Sociedad
Económica de Amigos del País
Twenty-four students from the Escuela de Arte San Telmo are exhibiting
their photography projects

Flamenco en Negro
ARCHIDONA. Until 12 September.
Auditorio Municipal, Plaza Ochavada.
Exhibition of black and white photographs of flamenco performers by
José Ramón Zapata ‘Zacha’.

Coby Bloemsma
EXHIBITIONS

Art Tolox
TOLOX. 18-19 September.

The annual festival includes exhibitions of contemporary art by international artists as well as sculpture,
murals, children’s workshops and
theatre, live music including classical
chamber music and flamenco, and
dance. https://www.facebook.com/art.tolox

El Arte de Nacho Fernández
ESTEPONA. Until 15 September. Casa

de Las Tejerinas, Plaza de las Flores.
An exhibition of works by comic book
illustrator Nacho Fernández.

NERJA. Until 19 September, Wed to

5 November. Galería Yusto Giner,
C/Madera.
Los Bravú (Dea Gómez and Diego
Omil) present their work for the first
time at the Yusto / Giner gallery with
ten canvases with classical mythology as the theme.

Nacho Hercuejo
BENAHAVÍS. Until 30 September.

Centro Social.
Local man, José Ignacio Hernández,
artistically known as Nacho Hercuejo,
will be exhibiting a selection of his
sculptures in the exhibition entitled
Luz Y Ferro. www.nachohercuejo.com

Legends of Sport
FUENGIROLA. Until 19 September,

Jesús Sarrate

Tues -Sun 6-10pm. Museo de Fuengi-

ESTEPONA. Until 16 September.

Casa de Las Tejerinas, Plaza de las
Flores.
Profetas y Sibilas is the name of this
exhibition of six charcoal drawings by
Seville artist Jesús Sarrate. They are
based on the paintings in the Sistine
Chapel by Michelangelo Buonarroti.

ESTEPONA. From 16 until 30 Sep-

tember. Casa de Las Tejerinas, Plaza
de las Flores.
Emociones is the title of the exhibition of acrylic paintings by this artist.

Los Bravú
MARBELLA. From 18 September until

Colección del Museo Ruso
MALAGA. Edificio Tabacalera, Avda
Sor Teresa Prat.
Temporary exhibitions. Until 12
October. The two temporary exhibitions currently at the museum are
Iván Konstantínovich Aivazovsky and
the Russian sea painters which
includes 26 of Aivazovsky’s own
works and 13 of other famous seascape artists such as Konstantín
Krugovijin, Aleksandr Dórogov,
Alekséi Bogoliubov, Konstantín
Istomin, Vasili Shujaev, Borís Yákovlev, Vasili Meshkov and Izraíl Lizak.

Centro de Arte Contemporáneo

Asunción Fernández Pardo

Jesús Sarrate, Estepona

Sat, 5-10.30pm, Sun from 2 to 6pm.
Hostal Alegre.
An exhibition of all new art works by
the Dutch artist Coby Bloemsma
including colourful abstracts and
objects made from recycled materials.

rola.
The exhibition includes around 500
items linked to legendary sports personalities including a Ferrari racing
car driven by Alonso.

MALAGA. CAC Málaga. C/Alemania.
Don Bergland. Until 12 September.
Canadian artist Don Bergland is
exhibiting The Silence of Eternity, the
first time this artist has exhibited in a
European museum. His surreal works
are created digitally and enhanced
with pigments on canvas.
MALAGA. CAC Málaga - La Coracha.
Museo del Patrimonio Municipal.
Aixa Portero. Until 19 September.
Pax Natura is the first solo exhibition
by this Malaga artist in a Spanish
museum. The works on display were
completed between 2015 and 2021.

Esteban D’Azúa
VÉLEZ-MÁLAGA. Until 31 October.

Centro de Arte Contemporáneo
Un Mundo Nuevo. El Límite Fotogénico de una Pandemia is an exhibition
of photographs that reflects the
often difficult story behind each person in the image during the pandemic.

Esperanza Gomez, Malaga

Anarquía Geométrica
Javier Garcerá

RINCÓN DE LA VICTORIA. Until 17

MALAGA. Until 16 October. Galería

September. Casa Fuerte de la Bezmiliana.
José Luis Gutiérrez Repullo ‘Chico
Repullo’ is holding a retrospective
exhibition of pieces from two of his
collections.

Isabel Hurley.
Y En Mi Jardín is an exhibition by
Valencian artist Javier Garcerá. Each
of the works are made from silk using
techniques that, depending on where
one stands, invite you to view the
works from different perspectives.

Octavio Colis
MALAGA. Until 15 September, Salas

Mingorance, Archivo Municipal,
Alameda Principal, 23.
Forty-seven works including paintings, drawings, sculpture etc make up
this exhibition by Octavio Colis. One
of the paintings is dedicated to the
colours of Malaga wines.

Transversales
ALMUÑÉCAR. Until 15 September.
Sala Rowland Fade, Casa de la Cultura.
The collective exhibition has been
organised by the Universidad de Granada Bellas Artes and the town council and consists of students’ work.

José Cabrera Alaminos
ALMUÑÉCAR. Until 24 September.La
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Elosphera, a tribute to ELO. Tickets:
www.ticketmaster.com, El Cortes
Inglés or Ruben Money Exchange
(call 633647260).

Galería, C/Vélez.
An exhibition of watercolours and oils
by local artist José Cabrera Alaminos.

Industrial lighting exhibition
LA HERRADURA. 11 September from
8pm to midnight. Castillo de La Herradura.
Rafael Matías uses parts of old steam
trains, Edison bulbs and rusting metal
to create his contemporary lighting.
The exhibition pieces are available to
purchase.

Movie Score Málaga

La Fábrica
LANJARÓN. C/ Hondillo 119.

The Artists’ Network Alpujarra (ANA)
have two exhibitions at La Fábrica
Gareth Lister. Trees in a Landscape.
Until 26 September.
Collective exhibition. La Alpujarra: El
Viaje. Until 31 October.
MUSIC AND DANCE

José Cabrera, Almuñécar.
Gustav Mahler in the second.
More information: www.orquestafilarmonicademalaga.com Twitter:
@filarmonimalaga or Facebook:
www.facebook.com/FilarmonicaMalaga.

Clarence Jazz Club

La Cochera Cabaret

TORREMOLINOS. 8.30pm and

MALAGA. Avda de los Guindos.

10.30pm. Calle Danza Invisible, 8.
11 September. Javier Colina and
Albert Sanz.
18 september. Ernesto Aurignac.
Reservations: 951918087 www.clarencejazzclub.com

10 September, 9pm. El Balsero. A
musical based on the Cadiz carnival
and other music.
16 September, 8.30pm. SÉS presents
her latest recording, Liberar As Arterias. https://lacocheraentradas.com/shows/list

The Malaga Philharmonic
Orchestra

Dire Straits tribute

MALAGA. Various venues.

BENALMÁDENA. 10 September,

16, 17 September, 8pm. Teatro Cervantes. The orchestra play music by
Alejandro Cano Palomo and Camille
Saint-Saëns in the first half and by

8pm. Municipal auditorium.
Brothers in Band will perform a
selection of songs made famous by
Dire Straits. With guest support band

MALAGA. Until 12 September, various
venues.
10 September, 8pm. Sala María Cristina. The Movie Score Málaga Assemblé Orchestra with soundtracks from
movies with the theme Women’s Stories.
11 September, 8pm. Teatro Cervantes. The Movie Score Málaga Assemblé Orchestra play music from videogames.
12 September, 8pm. Teatro Cervantes. The evening is dedicated to Gustavo Santaolalla, winner of two
Oscars, two Baftas, a Golden Globe
and 19 Grammys. With the Orquesta
Sinfónica de Málaga conducted by
Arturo Díez Boscovich and with guest
guitarrist Juan Luqui. www.mosma.es
Tickets: https://www.unientradas.es/janto/

Green Covers
BENALMÁDENA. 18 September,

9.15pm. Municipal auditorium.
The four piece band Green Covers
play the best of British pop and Indie
rock including a tribute to Depeche
Mode, The Cure and a spectacular
80s set. Tickets:www.ticketsource.co.uk/bigmpromotions

La Banda Sonora de mi Ciudad
MALAGA. From 11 September until 2

October. Various venues.
This music festival will highlight the
hard work of local bands with special attention to the marching
bands of religious brotherhoods. It
will include concerts by the Banda
Musical del Rocío, the Banda Musical Cruz de Humilladero, the cornets and drums of the Real Cuerpo
de Bomberos, Banda Musical Churriana, Banda Musical de Mena,

Banda Musical de Miraflores, The
cornets and drums Fusionadas, the
cornets and drums Esperanza, the
Banda Musical Trinidad Sinfónica
and the Banda de la Expiración Eloy
García. www.malaga.eu

Music therapy to reduce stress
ONLINE. 11 September, 7pm. Via
Zoom. 10€.
“A music therapy session to find harmony and wellbeing for our body,
mind and emotions.” Subscribe: reservas@musicaconencanto.org

Salon Varietés
FUENGIROLA. 7.30pm Friday, Satur-

day. 7pm Sunday. The Salon Varietés
Theatre, Calle Emancipación.
10-12 September. The Abba Experience.
17-19 September. Rock of the Ages Live. Tickets: boxoffice@salonvarietestheatre.com or call:
952474542

Classical Concert
MALAGA. 18 September, 8pm. St
George’s Church.
A classical concert of French chansons and German Lieder.
www.stgeorgemalaga.com

International Music Festival
MARBELLA. Until 12 September,
8.30pm. Parque de la Constitución.
The Festival Internacional de Música
de Marbella will return this year
with music by some of the greatest
composer including Mozart, Shumann, Rachmaninov and Chopin
played by world class international
musicians. The concerts are free but
tickets must be reserved:
www.mientrada.net or from the box
office.
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Moraga Sound

Industrial lighting, La Herradura

MALAGA. Until 24 September. Various venues.
More than twenty Malaga bands will
perform eight concerts of Indie, pop,
rock, R&B, hip-hop and DJ music
around the city. More information:
https://www.malaga.eu/
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morning

of Chicago; Timothy J. Clark of the
University of California, Berkeley;
Andrea Giunta of the University of
Buenos Aires and South African artist
William Kentridge. Fee 90€.
www.museopicassomalaga.org

NERJA. 25 September, 10.30am.

Marenostrum
FUENGIROLA Until 25 September.

The Marenostrum festival continues
until the end of September. A full
programme on: https://marenostrumfuengirola.com/

Fitzgerald’s Bar.
The CAS charity is holding a fundraising coffee morning. Five euros for a
coffee or tea and three cakes or
bakes.

MORE IDEAS

Macmillan coffee morning
Pyros

ALCAUCÍN. 24 September, 9.30am

Eco Weekend

ALCAUCÍN. 19 September, 6.30pm.

El Asador, Puente de Don Manuel.
For the whole of September sales
from charity book stall will be
donated to Macmillan charity. Every
morning except Thursdays.

TORREMOLINOS. 10-12 September,

Puente Don Manuel. 18€.
Music of the world with guest
dancer Aitana López. Entry fee
includes show, drink and vegan
tapa. Reservations: www.scirocco.montealegre.eu
FLAMENCO

La Zambra
ALMUÑÉCAR. 18 September,

9.30pm. Auditorio Martín Recuerda,
Casa de la Cultura.
La Zambra is a flamenco show with
Ana Pastrana. Tickets: www.bravoentradas.es or from Viajes Ecuador or
the Casa de Cultura.

Fausto & Judit
ALMUÑÉCAR. 25 September, 10pm.

Casa de la Cultura.
The concert presents the new recording of flamenco fusion by Fausto and
Judit entitled El Reloj de Tiempo.
CHARITY

Comparsas for the Franciscan
monks
VÉLEZ-MÁLAGA. 19 September,

9pm. Claustro de San Francisco.
Four members of a well-known Cadiz
comparsa group, Los Carapapa, will
be performing to raise money for the
order. Tickets from Óptica Vélez and
El Pasaje in Malaga.

Costa Animal Society coffee

ACE dog shelter show night

Collective Calling beach
olympics
PUERTO BANÚS. 25 September,
from 11am. Paradise Beach.
Teams of at least five and maximun
ten will prove their fitness, strength
and endurance. Registration by 24
September: Whatsapp 650341938 or
00447720037384 https://collectivecalling.org/.

FIESTAS AND FERIAS

Fiesta del Boquerón Victoriano

Yelmo Cines, Rincón
RINCÓN DE LA VICTORIA. C/

Arroyo Totalán. Tel: 902220922.
www.yelmocines.es
Gunpowder Milkshake: 17.20 (Tues).
After We Fell: 21.30 (Tues).
Shang-Chi and the Legend of the Ten
Rings: 19.00 (Tues).

condelavictoria.es

Centro Cultural Pablo Ruiz Picasso.
Around twenty stands at the event
will promote sustainable and ecological products. There will be workshops and entertainment provided by
Suzette, Camino de Nómadas, 12,13
Reggae Band and Chico Quebranto.
http://ecoweekend.es/

Fiesta de Viñeros

Estepona Fashion Week Finalists

MOCLINEJO. 15 September.

ESTEPONA. 18 September, Parque

Cinesur Miramar

The fiesta will feature making raisins,
treading grapes and making the traditional Moscatel wine. There will be live
music and a display of sculptures created by chain saw and a demonstration
of jamón slicing with an opportunity to
purchase plates of ham afterwards and
taste the local wine.

Botánico-Orquidario.
A fashion show will take place in the
Carmen Thyssen gardens of the Parque
Botánico.

FUENGIROLA. Avda de la

Beach olympics, Puerto Banús

LA CALA DE MIJAS. 25 September,

7.30pm. Legends Bar.
With live entertainment from Dragtastic, plus Westlife and Take That
tributes and a raffle with prizes
donated by local businesses and supporters. Tickets 10€. Seventy-five per
cent will go to ACE (15€ to include a
shared buffet.) Call or Whatsapp:
628353884.

Rings: 12.00, 14.45 (Sun); 19.00
(Tues).

LECTURES AND TALKS

O. V. FILMS

SUR in English advises calling cinemas to check for any last-minute
time changes. Lunchtime and late
night screenings weekends only.

Yelmo Cines, Vialia
MALAGA. Centro Comercial Vialia.
Tel: 902220922
After We Fell: 22.30 (Tues).
Gunpowder Milkshake: 17.05 (Tues).
Shang-Chi and the Legend of the Ten
Rings: 19.05 (Tues).
Worth: 19.25 (Tues).

Encarnación. Tel: 952198600.
Shang Chi: 12.15, 17.00 (Sat and Sun).
Gunpowder Milkshake: 17.30 (Mon
and Tues).
Shang Chi: 17.15 (Mon to Thur).
Free Guy: 17.35 (Mon, Tues and Thur).
Worth: 18.05 (Tues).

Cinesur Ingenio
VÉLEZ-MÁLAGA. Avda Juan Carlos,

Guernica: Pervivencia de un Mito

Yelmo Cines, Plaza Mayor

MALAGA. 18, 19 November. Audito-

MALAGA. Centro de Ocio, Plaza

rio, Museo Picasso Málaga or online.
This is an international seminar on
Picasso’s contemporary painting
Guernica. With dialogues and conferences with Pepe Karmel, professor of
the History of Art atNew York University; W.J.T. Mitchell of the University

Mayor, Avda Alfonso Ponce León. Tel:
902902103. www.yelmocines.es.
After We Fell: 13.00 (Sun), 17.30
(Tues).
Gunpowder Milshake: 19.45 (Tues).
Free Guy: 17.10 (Tues).
Shang-Chi and the Legend of the Ten

1. Tel: 667773187.
Shang Shi: 22.15 (Tues).
Gunpowder Milkshake: 18.05 (Tues).

Cine Albéniz
MALAGA. C/ Alcazaba, 4. Tel:
902360295. www.cinealbeniz.com
Annette: 19.35 (every day).
Reminiscence: 17.55 (every day).

RINCÓN DE LA VICTORIA. Until 12

September.
The annual ‘boquerón’ festval consists of a varied programme of events
including show-cooking and free
tastings of the local anchovies in over
60 restaurants in the town. www.rin-

A taste of German tradition: the
Oktoberfest is back in Torremolinos
The festival will feature
typical German
gastronomy and
Bavarian Oom-pah
brass bands
TONY BRYANT
TORREMOLINOS. The sixth
edition of the Oktoberfest, the
traditional Bavarian beer
festival, kicked off in Torremolinos this week with a series of
live music, typical German
gastronomy and plenty of cold
beer.
Due to the current work on
the new train station in Plaza
la Nogalera this year, the event
is being held in the Plaza del
Remo in La Carihuela. The
festival, which began on
Wednesday and continues
until Sunday 12 September
(between midday and midnight), offers visitors the
chance to try a variety of
handcrafted lagers and traditional German beers, strong
alcoholic schnapps, wines and
herbal liquors. Cheeses, pretzels, Frankfurt sausages,

Oktoberfest will promote traditional German beers and wines. SUR

sauerkraut and traditional
cookies and cakes will also be
available.
The festival, organised by
the Torremolinos Foreign
Residents Department, will
feature typical Bavarian music
and the rhythmical Oom-pah
brass bands traditionally
associated with the beer halls
of Munich.
The free festival will be held
in an enclosed area and capacity will be limited. Visitors are

asked to respect the current
Covid-19 protocol.
The Oktoberfest is based on
a festival that began in Munich in 1810, an event to
celebrate the wedding of
Prince of Bavaria and Princess Therese von SachsenHildburghausen.
This event is incorporated
into the agenda of cities
around the world with the
objective of promoting the
German tradition.
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‘Between 10 and 15% of women of
fertile age suffer from endometriosis’
Emilia Villegas Coordinator of the Endometriosis Unit at the Regional Hospital
The gynaecologist warns
of the need for early
diagnosis of a littleknown condition which
can have “terrible”
consequences
ALBERTO GÓMEZ

MALAGA. It is one of the leastknown common conditions, but
endometriosis affects one in ten
women of fertile age. It consists of
an external growth of the endometrium (the tissue that lines
the inside of the uterus), causing
severe menstrual pain which is often incapacitating. Many undiagnosed women have grown up being told that they are exaggerating, that periods are always painful. Emilia Villegas, one of the pioneers in gynaecology in Malaga,
coordinates the Endemetriosis Unit

at the Malaga Regional Hospital.
–I don’t know if you are aware,
but when I mentioned your name
to women with endometriosis,
they said you are a guardian angel who has saved them from their
ordeal of pain and uncertainty.
–I’m lucky if that is the case. I do
feel appreciated by them. It’s what
every doctor wants. We have had
this unit for six years now. I have
realised that patients find a type
of inner peace because at last they
feel understood, taken seriously.
It’s quite unusual. It doesn’t happen with every pathology.
–In general these patients feel
they have been misunderstood
and they have suffered from mistaken diagnoses. Many have even
been referred to psychiatrists.
–It is a curious condition because,
even though it is benign, it has tremendous consequences for the
women. It affects them in two important ways: the pain - which is
often so incapacitating that they
can’t work, have relations with their
partners or take the children to

Emilia Villegas is seen as a “guardian angel” by her patients F. SILVA

school - and fertility. On average,
it takes between seven and ten
years to diagnose endometriosis.
They have become used to painful periods and problems deriving
from that pain. That’s why, by the
time someone finally says “this
could be endometriosis,” and gives
a name to what they are going
through, they have suffered a real
ordeal.
–It is a benign condition, but it
seems to cause destruction and
even death.
–Because it is benign but it behaves
in an infiltrative way on the tissues.
To explain briefly: endometriosis
causes tissues to form outside the
uterus when they ought to be inside. And that tissue can grow because immunity fails and the cells
that should eliminate these tissues
that form part of menstruation do
not fulfil their function. And the
tissues grow and affect different

organs, such as the uterus and the
intestines. That’s why it is so destructive in character.
–So it is ‘benign’, in inverted commas. The consequences can be
serious in some cases.
–It behaves terribly because it
never stops, except during the
menopause or pregnancy. And it
continues to get worse.
–It’s also one of the primary
causes of infertility.
–Yes, endometriosis has to be one
of the primary causes to be taken
into consideration when someone

“These patients suffer
from not being
understood. Continual
pain always produces
psychological problems”

suffers from infertility.
–The women have grown up with
the conviction that menstruation
is painful. When does that pain
stop being normal?
–Dysmenorrhea, which is menstrual pain, stops being normal
when an analgesic doesn’t stop it.
If a woman has to stop going to
work or can’t live her normal life,
you have to start looking for causes,
especially if it is something that
happens every month.
–So menstrual pain which is incapacitating isn’t normal, and is
a sign that something is not right.
–Exactly. An ultrasound should be
done, and tests to rule out focal
points of endometriosis which
could be causing that pain during
menstruation.
–Why is it important that these
specialist endometriosis units
are multidisciplinary?
–It’s essential. We gynaecologists
can handle the genital side, but the
illness doesn’t stop there. When
we talk of a deep endometriosis,
which is the most severe degree,
it affects the urethra, bladder, rectum... it is important that different
professionals work together with
these units. It’s quite hard to put
together an interdisciplinary unit
because everyone has to understand what the illness is. In gynaecology we study it, but in the other
specialities they don’t, until the
professionals see that it also affects other organs. In Andalucía
there are two benchmark units:
one in Malaga and the other in
Seville. Each has its own territory
and patients are referred there
from other provinces. They have
the right to be treated in the top
hospitals. Our unit comprises coloproctologists, urologists, radiologists, pain clinicians, psychologists
and gynaecologists. There are a lot
of people involved.
–It’s interesting that psychologists are involved, but the delays
in diagnosis mean that many
women are suffering from depression and anxiety because
for years they have been misunderstood and told that they are
exaggerating.
– When you play down a patient’s
pain, you are telling them you don’t
believe them. But they can’t live a
normal life and sometimes they
don’t know how to explain why.
Continual pain always produces
psychological problems. It is not
common for them to turn to psychologists, because what they want
is for someone to get rid of the pain.
And when they find a medication
or surgical procedure that alleviates the pain, their quality of life
improves.
–How many undiagnosed cases
are there?
–It is calculated that between ten
and 15 per cent of women of fertile age have endometriosis. That’s
very high. It used to be an unknown condition, but these patients are very proactive and want
to be heard. They have joined
forces to get solutions and the social pressure has worked. I see an
increasing number of cases being diagnosed nowadays.
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Is clean
natural?
ANDREW J. LINN

I

f a winery wants to make
organic wine, it must follow
the rule book and open up
its vineyards and production
processes to outside inspection. Once approved, the coveted back-label can be stuck on
the bottles. Experience shows
that using very limited
amounts of permitted pesti-

cides and fertilisers, less than
the levels normally employed,
produces wines that are as near
biological as possible. However,
if the winemaker prefers not to
bother with form-filling and official checks, the easy option is
to forget ‘organic’ and market
the wine as ‘natural’. This of
course means nothing at all, yet
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there are wine critics who
praise such wines as being
more ‘honest’ than the regular
commercial varieties. In any
case, although unfiltered wine
may be more ‘natural’ than the
other 95%, does it taste better?
It usually costs more. Would we
instinctively buy butter or
sugar in the supermarket labeled ‘natural’ as the best option? Probably not.

We should not confuse
‘natural’ wine with
‘clean’ wine, the
new trend

We should not confuse ‘natural’ wine with ‘clean’ wine, the
new trend, although there are
no official requirements for either. Producers can put what
they want on the label. So why
not sign up a celebrity, like
Cameron Diaz. But does it
work? Her brand, Avaline, was
voted ‘least favourite celebrity
white wine’ in a Zoom survey
recently. Worse, the use of the
word ‘clean’ is a nasty little
trick implying most other
wines are by implication dirty.
It may be assumed that clean
wine is automatically vegan,
while in fact gelatin, egg whites,
and other animal byproducts
are always present.

WINE OF THE WEEK
Pinord Chateldon Reserva 2015
Although Spain’s largest family winemaker, Torres, produces some excellent wines
from the Penedès region in
Catalonia, they are a hard sell
to many regular Rioja and
Ribera del Duero fans. However this very good aged tinto
from Bodegas
Pinord in
Penedès is far
above average: 100%
Cabernet Sauvignon. Value
for money absolute tops.
Around €11.

Timeworn tradition
in a mountainside
village
TRADITIONAL TAVERNS

Mijas boasts some of the
most picturesque
bodegas offering typical
wines and gastronomy
TONY BRYANT

Mijas Pueblo is one of the
most inviting white villages in
Malaga and it boasts a character
and ambience of 1950s Andalucía.
Along with its iconic donkeys, historic monuments and ramshackle
houses, Mijas offers visitors some
of the most nostalgic taverns and
restaurants. Today, the Andalusian
village life goes hand in hand with
the modern-day tourist industry,
and those who are looking for typical cuisine in authentic establishments will find no end of options
to choose from.
One of the town’s most popular bars is El Niño, located just a
short distance from the old town
in a setting with privileged views
of the Mediterranean. This delightful bar, situated in Calle Campos, presents a cosy, rustic-style

MIJAS.

decoration and a welcoming atmosphere, while offering traditional Andalusian home-cooking
at its finest. The menu, which offers tapas, half rations and á la
carte, is based on local seasonal
produce and tempts diners with
classic dishes like scrambled eggs
with Serrano ham, meat balls in
almond sauce and a selection of
fresh fish and seafood dishes.
Founded in 1968, one of the establishment’s attractions is the
varied wine list, which includes
wines of denomination of origin
from different areas in Spain,
such as Valdepeñas, Ribera del
Duero and Rioja. The bar is popular with the locals and is excellent for those in search of a little
piece of Spanish village life.
Another bar that is popular
with the locals, as well as floods
of tourists, is La Boveda del Flamenco (Plaza de la Constitución),
the central hub for the stereotypical Andalusian characters. The
interior of the bar, which is set in
a historic old farmhouse, is quite
nostalgic: its arched-bricked ceiling and simple decoration presents an image of a cave-type

Bar El Niño in Calle Campos presents cosy, rustic-style decoration and a truly Andalusian atmosphere. SUR.

dwelling. However, the main attraction is the pretty outside area,
where the local men enjoy coffee
and anise while waiting for their
wives to collect the daily groceries. Because of its pretty geranium lined walls and vine-covered exterior patio, the bar has
appeared in numerous publications and documentaries about
Mijas, and it is one of the few remaining meeting places that offers a true insight into daily life
in a mountainside village. But it
is not just the picturesque setting
that makes this place so popular,

Today, the Andalusian
village life in Mijas goes
hand in hand with the
modern-day tourist
industry

for it is celebrated for serving
authentic home-cooked food, and
is one of the top places to visit on
the tapas route in Mijas. The bar
is renowned for its selection of
molletes (small bread rolls from

Antequera usually eaten at breakfast and served with olive oil),
Manchego cheese or zurrapa de
lomo (pork loin fried in paprika
enthused lard).
Mijas certainly has plenty of
traditional taverns and bodegas
that offer the cultural-seeking
visitor local gastronomy and
viticulture at its best. Other places
of interest include Bodegas Casa
del Pintor - a restaurant full of
Spanish charm- and Bar Martina
- a country-style tavern offering
the quintessential image of postcard Spain.

SPORT
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Malaga CF hopeful for fans’ support
after last weekend’s defeat in Almeria
Season tickets go on sale
from Monday thanks to
an increase of the
permitted capacity in La
Rosaleda
S. CORTÉS / B. GUTIÉRREZ
MALAGA. Malaga CF’s defeat away

at Almeria on Saturday was another sign of the Blue and
Whites’ main flaw in these first
games of the season: a lack of
precision when it comes to scoring opportunities.
And their rivals Almeria had
plenty of what Malaga lacked,
especially thanks to the best
player in Spain’s second division this season: their centreforward Saqid.
This advantage was enough
to decide the outcome of the Andalusian derby which the home
side won comfortably with two
goals in the second half. A powerful Almeria left their visitors
trembling as they allowed for no
hesitation, especially when the
hosts had been left with ten men
as Iván Martos was sent off soon

after the start of the second half.
The first half was the better
of the two for Malaga, mainly
thanks 20-year-old Kevin, who
impressed on the wing in this
game, as he had done in the
club’s three earlier fixtures this
season. Coach José Alberto
chose to take him off after the
first half, however, so as not to
risk a second yellow card and
the expulsion of this player who
has caused a sensation among
fans since he was brought up
from the junior ranks.

SECOND DIVISION
Results (Matchday 4)
Girona-Sporting
Eibar-Leganés
Cartagena-Real Sociedad B
Tenerife-Ponferradina
Almeria-Malaga
Fuenlabrada-Lugo
Burgos-Valladolid
Ibiza-Amorebieta
Alcorcón-Zaragoza
Mirandés-Las Palmas
Huesca-Oviedo

1-2
1-1
1-0
2-0
2-0
1-1
3-0
1-1
1-2
4-2
1-2

League table
Team

P

1.Sporting
4
2.Almeria
4
3.Ponferradina
4
4.Tenerife
4
5.Mirandés
4
6.Valladolid
4
7.Huesca
4
8.Ibiza
4
9.Cartagena
4
10. Fuenlabrada 4
11. Oviedo
4
12. Real Sociedad B4
13. Las Palmas
4
14. Malaga
4
15. Burgos
4
16. Girona
4
17. Eibar
4
18. Zaragoza
4
19. Amorebieta 4
20. Lugo
4
21. Leganés
4
22. Alcorcón
4

Season tickets
Saturday’s defeat in Almeria has
left the Blue and Whites in the
bottom half of the league table,
with the hopes that a lift in home
support will give them the boost
they need.
An increase in the maximum
permitted capacity at La
Rosaleda stadium to 60 per cent
has prompted the club to put
season tickets on sale from this
Monday 13 September.
The aim is to raise the crowd
to 12,000, around twice the figures of the more than 6,500 re-
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Almeria’s star Sadiq fights for the ball with Malaga’s Cufré. AGENCIA LOF

corded in the previous two home
matches against Mirandés and
Alcorcón.
The season ticket sales will
not come in time for this Sun-

day’s home game against Girona
(kick-off 9.30pm), however.
To compensate, tickets for the
game will be available with a 50
per cent discount.

W

D

L

3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0

1
0
0
2
1
1
0
3
0
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
3
2
0

0
1
1
0
1
1
2
0
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
4

GF

GC PT

5
8
4
4
7
5
6
5
3
4
5
1
5
3
3
4
2
2
3
3
2
1

2 10
4 9
3 9
1 8
4 7
4 7
4 6
4 6
5 6
3 5
5 5
1 5
6 5
4 5
2 4
4 4
4 4
4 4
6 4
5 3
4 2
6 0

Malaga’s fifth fixture of
the season is this Sunday,
12 September, at home
against Girona - kick-off
is at 9.30pm
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A LOOK AT LA LIGA
ROB PALMER
Commentator, Sky Sports

The jury and the Spain team
Luis Enrique’s squad bounced back with victories over Georgia and Kosovo to
hold a four-point lead of the qualifying group

T

he jury is out, and the
jury is very much split
on what verdict to return on the Spanish national
team.
The loss to Sweden ended a
twenty-eight-year run without
defeat in a World Cup qualifier,
so we could justifiably say it is
the end of an era.
However, Luis Enrique’s
team bounced back with victories over Georgia and Kosovo to
hold a four-point lead of the
qualifying group, so it could be
claimed that the country’s
team is not at a crisis point.
It’s very much like the summer when most fans wrote off
any hopes at the Euros as they
accepted the team was in transition. This appeared to be justified when they started with a
dull draw against Sweden, yet
they exceeded expectations by
reaching the semi-finals.

It really is difficult to make a
judgement. Take goalkeeper
Unai Simon. At times he looks
like a liability and then he will
make a save that completely
changes your perception.
Centre-half Eric García appears to be the natural successor to Gerard Piqué that his
club and country have been
looking for. He has a huge
presence and all the attributes
to be a top-class defender for
the next decade. Yet, the
shocking performance against
Athletic Bilbao which ended in
a dismissal still burns in the
short-term memory.
Carlos Soler is the latest
young player to make his mark
when promoted to the senior
side. A goal in the fourth minute of his debut was followed
by another against Georgia.
This comes on the back of a
sensational start for his club
Valencia for whom he’s scored

Luis Enrique during the match between Spain and Kosovo. EFE

three goals in the opening
three Liga games.
Remember teenager Pedri
was given time off following the
marathon season which ended
with a starring role at the Euros

and Olympics. He’s arguably
the most exciting young talent
in European football. Ansu Fati
has just been handed the coveted number ten shirt at Barcelona and great things are ex-

pected of the eighteen-yearold. Couple these two with Ferran Torres who is establishing
himself under the guidance of
Pep Guradiola at Manchester
City and you have a fearsome
strike force.
They are backed up by Rodri
who is the natural successor to
Sergio Busquets as a midfield
enforcer. From what I’ve written so far, the case for an allconquering Spanish national
team is very convincing.
However, there is still an element of doubt. Álvaro Morata
and Gerard Moreno continue to
earn selection yet neither have
proven to be of international
quality. Jordi Alba and César
Azpilicueta are both 32-yearolds and should be concentrating on club football but are in
the side because there are no
real challengers.
Remember there were no
Real Madrid players chosen for
the Euros and none made the
squad for the September internationals. Maybe that is the
key? If they can get Marco
Asensio back to his best and
reignite Isco this will filter
through to the national team.
It could be the start of something very exciting for Spain. It
could be a period when they
plateau. It’s just very difficult to
decide. The jury remains hung
until we see further evidence.

Party planned to
celebrate 80 years of
the La Rosaleda stadium
Almost 9,000 people
will be invited to the
celebrations at the
Malaga ground on
Tuesday, 14 September
BORJA GUTIÉRREZ

The La Rosaleda stadium turns 80 next week and
Malaga Football Club wants to
“throw a party in style” to celebrate the occasion on Tuesday,
14 September. An appointment
that should also serve to thank
the fans for the support received throughout this time,
and that has made this club
one of the historic ones in
Spain.
There have already been several commemorative events
that have taken place throughout this year, such as the publication of a book that tells the
history of the ground and the
unknown story of the basketball team that was once based
at the Club Deportivo Malaga
ground.

MALAGA.

Some of the Malaga players celebrate one of Sonia’s goals. ADG

Malaga Femenino start
the season with a win
Malaga CF’s women’s
team beat Salamanca in
the first game in Primera
Nacional Group 4 after
last season’s relegation

MARINA RIVAS
MALAGA. Malaga Femenino made

a victorious debut in Spain’s third
tier of women’s football, Primer
Nacional, last weekend.
They beat their hosts Salamanca by two goals to one, with

forward Sonia scoring both.
The visitors dominated the
game from the starting whistle
and fought back from going one
goal down after 20 minutes, turning the scoreboard round in their
favour before the end of the first
half.
Malaga were relegated from
second division last season to
Group 4 of Primera Nacional.
Their next game is against Sevilla
at the Cártama stadium on Sunday 12 September at 11.30am.

The stadium reopened to
home team spectators just a
few weeks ago, thanks to the
relaxation of the pandemic restrictions. And, on Tuesday, the
club is preparing a big celebration at the ground, starting at
8.30pm, to which it has invited
all 9,000 members who have
subscribed to the ‘Fiel
Malaguista’ supporters’ club –
which has an annual membership fee of 29 euros.
Each enrolled member will
receive an email with an invitation to attend the event.

Surprises
There will be giant screens, live
music, special guests and
“many more surprises” for a
party that, in addition to celebrating the 80th anniversary
of the ground, will also be a reunion of the entire Blue and
White family since the pandemic. Those who wish to attend will have “until this Friday ( 10 September) to register and come to the celebration”.
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Local sailing
champion Ana
Moncada moves
up a level
Under-21 champion of
Spain and silver overall,
she moves up to the
highest level with the
aim of qualifying for the
Paris Games
MARINA RIVAS
MALAGA. Ana Moncada is one of
the sportswomen from Malaga
province who this year came
close to participating in the
Olympic Games. She just missed
out on going to Tokyo in the
qualifiers, competing against
some of the best in the world,
despite her young age. At just
20 years old, she is one of
Spain’s great sailing promises,
specifically in the ILCA 6 category, or what was previously
known as Radial Laser.
Moncada ended her season
last week and did so with two
new podium places in the Spanish Championship held in Barcelona: she was the under-21
champion and the runner-up
overall, behind the Olympian
Cristina Pujol.
Starting next year, this young
woman from Malaga, who lives
in Barcelona, where she trains

Favourites win
in the Spanish
Beach Volleyball
Championship
M. RIVAS
MALAGA. After four days of intense activity at El Higuerón Resort, last Sunday, 5 September,
the curtain closed on a new edition of the Spanish Beach Volleyball Championship. There
were no surprises. The two favourite pairs won the title: Paula
Soria and Belén Carro did so in
the female category while the
experienced Olympians Pablo
Herrera and Adrián Gavira took
the men’s title.
The best local representative,
Ángela Lobato, could not hold
on to her 2019 title of champion
of Spain. In the men’s category,
the only player from Malaga in
the running, the former international Nacho Batallán, failed
to access the group stage, falling in the previous qualifying
round.

and studies Public Relations, will
officially become a ‘senior’. A
jump in category for which she
is already preparing.
“There is a much higher level.
You have to keep training every
day, there are no more secrets.
I need strength and endurance
for my boat to go fast,” she said.
It will be tough, but one of her
greatest assets has always been
her nonconformist and self-confident mentality:
“I think that if I continue with
my progress I will be able to be
up there [at the top].” There are
only three years left until the
Paris 2024 Games, her true goal,
and the Spanish team’s qualification for the event is already
close (in March-April 2022).
Ana Moncada ended her season last week. SUR

Added pressure
Another of Moncada’s characteristics is her sincerity, and she
admits that this last year has not
been her best year and that the
pressure to try to reach Tokyo,
despite the fact that at her young
age there was no rush to make
the Games, affected her more
than expected: “I always manage pressure well, but I think
that in the qualifying regatta for
the Games I got more nervous

The pressure to
try to reach the Tokyo
Olympics Games
affected her more
than expected

than necessary.”
That frustration with always
wanting to compete with the best
affected her in competitions:
“My goal was to do my best in
my last youth championships,
and in the end I did not make a
podium in any of them ... In the
European [championship] at the
beginning of summer I finished
seventh and then in the World,
fourth. It’s not bad, but I was left

with the desire to make the podium.”
Now she wants to work hard
to recover the Ana Moncada who
amazed the world with her talent in 2019. That year she was
absolute champion of Spain,
European youth and sub-21 gold
and youth world runner-up.
It’s time to reboot, rest for a
few days, and start a new stage
in her career.
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Football
Spain’s victory
against Kosovo (02), along with
Sweden’s loss to
Greece this week,
now gives La Roja a
four-point lead in
Group B of the
World Cup
qualifiers for Qatar
2022. Spain are in a
good position and
could finish ahead
of Sweden with a
home win over the
Scandinavians on
the final matchday
in November. EFE



Handball. On Wednesday this week the only signing of Costa del Sol Málaga for the new
season landed at Malaga Airport. She is the 24-year-old Brazilian Talita Alves, with experience in the handball league of her native country and in the Turkish one, in which she played
last year. Therefore, this will be her first experience in the Spanish competition. She already
has her paperwork in place to be able to play in official matches here. BM COSTA DEL SOL

 Cycling. Pablo Guerrero from Coín has won the 2021 Sierra de Cazorla
BTT, the penultimate scoring event of the Spanish Open XC Marathon. The
local cyclist, now in the ranks of the Manresa BMC Tbelles, was the fastest
in the men’s category in a highly contested test. José Márquez, also from
Malaga province, who finished sixth in Cazorla, also remains the leader.
REAL FEDERACIÓN ESPAÑOLA DE CICLISMO

 Tennis. Spain’s Carlos Alcaraz said he stopped playing his US Open quarterfinal against Felix
Auger-Aliassime because of an issue with a muscle in his right leg. He felt the problem in his
right adductor before taking to the court on Tuesday night. He was coming off two consecutive five-set victories - including over Number 3 seed Stefanos Tsitsipas in the third round that made the 18-year-old the youngest man in the quarterfinals of New York’s hard-court
Grand Slam tournament since 1963. EFE

 Cycling. Primoz Roglic sealed his third straight La Vuelta a España title
after adding to his already comfortable lead by winning the final stage’s
time trial last Sunday. It was the fourth stage win for the Jumbo-Visma
leader in this year’s race. Roglic added to his Vuelta titles of 2019 and
2020 less than six weeks after claiming gold for Slovenia in the time trial
at the Tokyo Olympics. AFP
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SUR offices:

in English
Head Office:
Avda. Dr. Marañón, 48, Malaga,
10 am to 1 pm
General advertising enquiries:

952 649 638
952 649 669
evera@diariosur.es
dandrews@diariosur.es

PROPERTY FOR
SALE
Estepona
RESTAURANT sale. 460m2 between
San Pedro and Estepona. 290000€
666043491

Inland
WWW.INMOANDALUZ.COM Are
always looking for inland and Mijas
properties to sell to our interested
buyers. Tel 952491609/667067269
WWW.INMOANDALUZ.COM Bargain inland properties for all budgets, fincas, village homes, apartments and villas. Legal building plots.
Tel 952491609/667067269

Property Wanted
WE HAVE clients actively looking
for villas, townhouses & apartments from Torremolinos to Calahonda. Call Joe 626864683

Mijas Costa /
Fuengirola:
C. C. Carrefour.
Avda. Los Lirios s/n
Monday to Thursday 9.30 am
to 2.00 pm; Friday 9.30 am to
1.30 pm. Telephones
952 580 726
952 583 850
670 643 488
605 022 121
www.surinenglishads.com
ads@surinenglishads.com

PUERTO Marina: 2 commercials locals for rent. Music & terrace license.
3,500 Euros month. +34651772275

Inland
WWW.RENTINLAND.COM Long
term rentals Coín and surrounding
areas. Phil 659537525
COIN: Townhouse, 3 bedrooms,
patio,
terraces,
storage.
550€/month. 679111522
COIN: Lovely country house, 2 bedrooms, garden. 480€/month.
679111522

SUR in English accepts NO
RESPONSIBILITY for the
content of advertisements, nor
for any claims made by
advertisers. Thorough checks
should be carried out before
completing any transaction.

SUR in English reserves the right
to make grammatical and spell-

Marbella

Garden

Plumbers

DESIGNERS' 1 bedroom apartment,
full seaview: Marbella central/ Beach
promenade. Short term rental.
686456591 6pm onwards

SPAINTREE: ARBOLISTA Tree surgery. Nº1 for Trees/Palms/ Garden
& Pool Maintenance. Since 1998.
+34711010971
www.spaintree.com/ arbolista@spaintree.com

CITY & Guilds. Qualified plumber.
All areas covered. Adrian 677063272

Notice to
advertisers :

Mijas

EUROPEAN plumbing services, 24
hour emergency call out. Fully qualified. All aspects of plumbing. Covering the coast. Fully insured.
+34672531081

MIJAS Costa: Large 3 bedrooms, 2
bathrooms, terraces, garage, pool.
850€/month. 679111522

Electricians

CALA de Mijas: Penthouse with terrace. Monthly. Long term. Maria
679539150
CALAHONDA Alta: 2 bed, 2 bath
furnished apartment, terrace & parking. 550€. 0034 667366270

Property Wanted
LOOKING for an unfurnished townhouse or duplex between Fuengirola and Elviria. Minimum living
space 150m2 (terraces, storeroom
or garage not included). We have 2
well behaved and trained dogs. Our
budget is up to €1400 p/month.
Proof of income and references are
no problem. WhatsApp 674484144

SWIMMING POOLS
AND GARDEN
Swimming Pools1

Fuengirola
FUENGIROLA Beach: High quality
2 bedrooms, parking, pool.
700€/month. 679111522

Notice
to readers:

How much does a CLASSIFIED
advertisement cost?
58 cents per word
+ 21% IVA.
Minimum 10 words
Deadline TUESDAY 12 noon

PROPERTY TO LET
Benalmádena

Estepona:
Puerto Deportivo de Estepona.
Edificio Torre de Control, local 44.
Monday to Friday 9 am to 3 pm.
952 806 408
659 344 816
estepona@publicidadsur.com

CALOREX Inverter Pool Heat
Pumps.
World
leaders
(www.calorex.com). 8x4 pool
4,749 Euros fully inclusive. Acair
(www.acair.com). Established
1986. 952486287
POOL Maintenance/Repairs.
Málaga/Marbella. 678791495/
952756168 sparklenripple@hotmail.com www.sparklenripple.net
PROTEC Group: We create and design different kinds of swimming
pools. Ask us for our portfolio or
visit us at www.grupo-protec.com.
Phone 952 587 573

ing corrections to advertisements as and when deemed necessary, and to classify correctly
any advertisement. Although
every care is taken to ensure the
correct publication of advertisements, regrettably mistakes do
sometimes occur. If there is an
error in your advertisement,
notify your agency or agent at
once as SUR in English can only
accept responsibility for ONE
insertion published incorrectly.
We would like to advise advertisers that no free insertions will be

given when the advertisement/material received is not
suitable for print media.

ELECTRIC Gates &Garage Doors.
Intercoms and access control systems. New installations and repairs, for all your gate and garage
door requirements call The Garage Door Company &2 Way Gates.
tgdc@hotmail.co.uk www.thegaragedoorcompany.es
952786178/605356469

ADVANCED Cleaning Services. Professional carpet and upholstery
cleaning, 27years experience, wet
or dry clean. Honest, reliable service. 678808837/952669701 or
email acservs@outlook.com

ELECTRIC gate installations, repairs, servicing & refurbishment.
High speed gate systems, intercoms
& accessories. For free estimates
and expert advice please contact
Darren on 856140022 WhatsApp
+44 7521141008 or visit www.marbella-gates.com

Pest Control
THE GARDENER: Specialist tall tree
jobs & palms. Tree prunning. Gardens/Communities maintenance.
Competitive rates. Facebook Spacialtall Tree Jobs. Whatsapp
637203528

Decorators

SERVICES

THE BEST painter/decorator on
the Coast. Call Nick 678889933
www.no1decor.com

Builders

ATD DECOR: British painter. 30
years' experience. Punctual. Great
rates. Call for free quote. 603132783

PLASTERING,rendering, artexing
& coving specialist, 20.years on the
Coast, 1st class job. Phone Robbie:679646185
CONSTRUCTIONin general, all types
of reforms. Quality building at the
right price. Stuart 648153718
COSTADIGGERS & CONSTRUCTION: Building Projects, Home &
Garden. Tel/Whatsapp 678450051
costadiggers@hotmail.com/
www.costadiggers.com
BUILDER, plumbing, electrician,
painter, steel, carpenter. Reasonable prices. 635913885/952917930
MASTER builder, 40 years experience, trusted, reliable, reforms,
kitchens, all trades, all jobs. David
www.inversioneswinchestersl.com 693051543
PROTEC Group: Construction company dedicated to the construction
and comprehensive refurbishment
of villas and all types of houses in
the Marbella area and the entire
Costa del Sol. www.grupo-protec.com or 952 587 573

RAINBOW Pinturas. English painters & decorators. All aspects. Interior/exterior, private residential,
commercial & communities. Spraying: Doors, kitchens & furniture.
Light construction. Call/Whatsapp:
628066308 www.rainbowpinturas.com Daniel

Tiling
ALEXANDER Construction. Tiling
services commercial & domestic.
Kitchens & bathrooms. House reforms all trades provided. Servicing la Costa del Sol & Valle del Guadalhorce since 2015. Whats app or
call today on +34623194238

COCKROACHES, all insects, fleas,
wasps, rats, termite specialists. Bars,
houses, apartments. Sanitary department registered. Serving the
Coast and Inland since 1985. NPS
Pest Control. Phone Nigel
606008940. Credit cards accepted

Repairs
WASHING machines, dishwashers, refrigerators, boilers, cookers, hobs, microwaves, pumps,
aircond, circuitboards. Professionally repaired. Also sales. Christian 608337497

Awnings-Blinds

Website / Email address:
Please be advised that it may not
be possible for your website or
email address to be printed on
one line. If it will not fit,
advertisers and readers alike
should bear in mind that a
hyphen will be inserted at the end
of the first line to indicate that
the email address continues on
the line below.

CLEANSOL Established 19yrs.
Family run. Carpets, sofas and
mattresses cleaned. Reliable fast
service. 7 days. All areas.
952930861/607610578
www.cleansol.business

Floors
MARBLE POLISHING, CRYSTALLIZING, LASTING, HIGH SHINE.
REGRINDING, RESTORATION OF
SALTY DEAD FLOORS. CYRIL
645840199
CLEANSOL: Established 19yrs. Family business. Terracota cleaned and
sealed. No job too small. 7days. All
areas. 952930861/ 607610578
www.cleansol.business
CLEANSOL: Established 19yrs. Family business. Marble floors polished.
Fast service. 7days. All areas.
952930861/
607610578
www.cleansol.business

Windows and Glass
Curtains
REPLACEMENT of discoloured,
plastic jointing, strips between
the glass curtains. Also repairs.
655825931

ROLLER shutter repairs 7 days a
week. Conversion from manual
to motorised. New installations.
Also blinds, awnings, mosquito
screens. All areas covered Coast
and Inland. 655825931
PROTEC Group offers awnings and
blinds for both interior and exterior
use. Quality products selected to fit
your particular needs. www.grupoprotec.com or 952 587 573

Gates
Upholstery
ELECTRIC gate automation and garage door motors. Servicing or Repairs. expertgates.com Call Colin
951242873/636394641
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UPHOLSTERY including leather
cleaned as well as all carpets.
685524921

VENTANAS Arcoplan Nº1 in UPVC
windows & glass curtains. Tel;
952667559 info@arcoplan.net
UPVC and Aluminium windows
and doors direct from our factory.
We measure! We make! We fit!
genevawindows@gmail.com
952587482/ 678768454
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PROTEC Group: Manufacturing, distribution and installation of UPVC
and aluminium windows and doors
as well as UPVC and aluminium enclosures. Our services include the
supply and installation of UPVC windows from Salamander and Kömmerling but also aluminium frames
from Reynolds and Technal.
www.grupo-protec.com or 952 587
573

AIRFLOW Airconditioning for repairs. New installations. Units from
600€ inclusive. 952443222
Whatsapp 637554316 airflowspain@live.com

Locksmiths

ADVANCED Cleaning Services. Professional carpet and upholstery
cleaning, 27years experience, wet
or dry clean. Honest, reliable service. 678808837/952669701 or
email acservs@outlook.com

LOCKSMITH 24/7 Emergency/ Appointment. Doors opened without damage, locks changed, patio
doors, windows secured. Paul
657466803
LOCKSMITH, Safe and Security
Engineers. 24hr callout. Free security surveys. English speaking.
www.securityofspain.com
636770865/952660233

Solar Energy
WWW.SOLARSUNO.COM Solar energy & construction. Lowest
prices. Highest quality. 658277572

Air Conditioning /
Heating
AIR CONDITIONINGinstallation.
Service & repair to any make or
model, also repair fridge/freezers,
bottle coolers, car A/C & A/C on
boats. All work guaranteed. All areas covered including campo. Contact Williams Refrigeration:
952596404/679284959
SUPPLIERS of refrigeration equipment, glass door refrigerators, ice
makers, bottle coolers, dishwashers. Fantastic value and reliability,
after sales service. Williams Refrigeration SL. 952596404/679284959
FUJITSU Inverter 899 Euros fully
inclusive. www.acair.com Established 1986. 952486287

Cleaning Services
RUGS, fitted carpet and upholstery
including leather cleaned on site.
685524921

Mosquito Screens
MOSQUITO Screens. Sliding. Pulldown. Pleated. Colors. Nick
647072861 www.mosquitonick.ws

Others
WOMANavailable for dog, house
sitting, grocery runs, school runs,
companionship any other jobs also
considered. Benalmadena, Fuengirola, Mijas. Call 602062225

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES
Lawyers
BETTER CALL PEDRO!! FOR ALL
YOUR LEGAL NEEDS HERE ON THE
COAST. CONVEYANCING, CONTRACTS. ENGLISH SPOKEN.
STRAIGHTFORWARD, NO HEADACHES, NO HASSLE, I GET IT
DONE!! www.yarzalwayers.com
0034619930052

Insurance

Mortgages
MISLAID your payslips/P60 or
other paperwork? Recovery document service available, fast confidential, reliable. 617910147
alan1l@yahoo.co.uk

BUY / SELL
MISCELLANEOUS
FURNITURE wanted same day collection. Cash waiting. 697511071
WANTED all furniture and household items. Best prices. 697511071

REMOVALS AND
STORAGE

WANTED household/ garden furniture. 20yrs on the Coast.
660366033

2 MEN & Van. 30 Euros/hr. Always
on time. 651081610

WE BUY collections of stamps, coins
,antiques of all kinds. Cash paid, if
interested call Peter on Whatsapp
0034 618090073

MAN & VAN. Anything considered.
No job too small. FROM 15Euros
per/hour+ fuel (IVA credited).
605215917

FURNITUREfor sale. Dining table,
chairs, coffee tables & more. tel.
676393938

STORAGE: Clean, dry secure warehousing Marbella. Container, Pallet
or Loose. Guaranteed best rates. Focus
Transport.
952816582/603860702
move@freinternational.com

KARAOKE to Buy or Update Songs
in ALL Languages. 664-540-154

www.moveit-storeit.comPhone
David 696 810 618

MOTORS

RELIABLE Removals company, based
in Malaga, covering Spain/UK/Ireland, and the rest of Europe. Storage available. Tel +34621047805/
+44(0)7597191410
www.becksmovers.com

Buy / Sell Cars

SPAIN/UK UK/SPAIN. Part full loads.
Pet transport. Micknick0730@hotmail.co.uk 637980655

LOOKING FOR CHINA & GLASSWARE. ALSO COLLECTABLES &
GENERAL HOUSEHOLD ITEMS.
661402134

WANTED all cars, any registration, runners or non runners. Embargos & Finance problems. Call
now. Cash waiting. 687049592
WANTED: Best prices paid for
proper cars, same day collection.
678808837

BRITISH Removal Company SL.
Regular transport services with
custom clearance. Spain, UK including Scotland. 952426463
www.brcspain.com

CARAVANS
Storage
PARKING, storage & sales. Caravans, motorhomes, cars and boats,
etc. Short/long term. Safe & secure.
Excellent rates. 5mins from Fuengirola.
info@eurodog.es
679786669/606101807

CARS & Vans any registration, instant cash. Finance/embargos UK
or Spanish...685524921
WANTED, wanted, wanted!! All cars,
all years, all models... from exotic
to classic. Spanish/ English/ Dutch
plated. Call 951977329/606647597
ALL CARS Commercials wanted any
age, any condition. CASH. Buyer collects. Transfer included. 605109796
PHONE me first or last!! I pay
more!! Cars/caravans/motorbikes
or commercial. 660366033

SWANSInternational School requires
an experienced teaching assistant
for an immediate start. Ideally, candidates will hold a relevant qualification and be fluent in both English
and Spanish. Please send your CV
with a recent photograph to
dfletcher@swansschool.net by Monday 20th September 2021

RECRUITMENT
Situations Vacant
TRAUMJOBbei Lottoland? Jackpot!
Werde Teil eines der erfolgreichsten
Start-Ups in Europa. Starte deine
Karriere bei Lottoland und finde deinen deutschsprachigen Traumjob.
Weitere Informationen und Andforderungen unter: www.lottolandcorporate.com/careers/ oder schreibe
eine E-mail an: teamrecruit@lottoland.com. Business level written
and spoken English required.
NUDE model (male) seeks individual artist or group working with
drawing, painting or sculpting. Also
posing only, bodypaint/cast or CFNM.
Very experienced. Phone/ SMS +
4538332120. Ole
SALES REPRESENTATIVES Hiring
Now! Tel:952028080 Email:
info@localsoft.com Web: www.localsoft.com
DENTAL Clinic needs assistant. Clinic
training provided. otedent@yahoo.es
Whatsapp 600044606
ENGLISH Teachers required for midSeptember by language school in
Marbella. We are recruiting for a
part-time and a full-time CELTA or
TESOL qualified teacher with a minimum of 2 years experience. Cambridge exams and young learners
experience necessary. Good salary
and conditions. CV to gema@advancemarbella.com

MOVING
locally?
Call
952426463/660563131. Fully legal British Removal Company

LANGUAGESchool is looking for
teachers of different languages. Applicants please send CV info@guadalminaidiomas.es

BAR PERSON: We are looking for a
bar person for our restaurant in
Benalmádena Pueblo. Must speak
Spanish/ English. Duties will include:
Meet & greet, answer phone, take
& control reservations. Must work
part of a team. This is a full time position. Send your up-to-date CV inc
photo to: r.hackshaw@live.com
CHEF WANTED: Position is available for a chef to do breakfasts. We
are in Benalmádena Pueblo. Send
your updated CV inc photo to: r.hackshaw@live.com

Sales people and Telemarketers
We are Executive Film Producers who have helped ﬁnance 50+ Film &
TV productions during the last 12 years. Our productions can be seen
on Netflix, Amazon, Sky, and terrestrial TV in territories around the
world.
Our sister company Lightning Films S.L who work with our European
partners and are based in Elviria, are looking for sales people and
telemarketers who have a proven track record in sales at the highest
level to help ﬁlm companies raise funds for future productions.
Both positions offer a full-time contract, basic wage, plus
generous commissions.
Applicants must be British and aged between 25-60 years old.

Repairs

Knowledge of how the Enterprise Investment Scheme works would
be useful but not essential.

ENGLISH Bodyshop, fully equipped.
Mijas Costa. No job too small.
952667074

AIR conditioning: Installations, servicing and repairs. High quality, Junta
de Andalucia approved. Air conditioning the coast for over 25 years.
All areas covered. 952663141
617453550
info@envirocarespain.com www.envirocare.com

Paperwork
CAR REGISTRATION hassle free.
Don't drive illegally. Ask specialists
before buying or registering & save
tax.
www.meexpress.net
952490028

To ﬁnd out more and arrange an interview
please contact Gary Collins
on +34 951 569 312 or garycollins@lightningﬁlms.es
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WE ARE looking for dedicated professionals who are passionate about
sales and building relationships.
Please apply at admin@horizon-

ADMINISTRATIVE assistant, book
keeper (Bilingual) Spanish/English, needed by a multicultural lady.
Four hours/week. Fuengirola centre.

Nice

pay.

Alivetoen-

joy20@gmail.com,

Telf.

Situations Wanted
NUDE model (male) seeks individual artist or group working with
draw-ing, painting or sculpting. Also
pos-ing only, bodypaint/ cast or
CFNM. Very experienced. Phone/
SMS +4538332120. Ole

603386624

currency.com

PERSONAL

EMOTIONALTherapist: Sabine, proficent, 18yrs experience. Spiritual
one to one reading, family constellations. Tel/Whatsapp 622825153

Kennels / Cattery

Repairs

MOBILEHairdresser, all types of hair
including extensions, available Benalmadena/ Fuengirola /Mijas. Call
602062225

COMPUTER & LAPTOP: Problems
solved! Error messages fixed, viruses removed. Replacement
screens/ hard disks/ upgrades/
repairs. Experienced, reliable service. Collection and Return available. Paul 630652338

Mobility

ATTRACTIVE lady seeks sincere,
educated, retired gentleman, 60plus
for meaningful permanent relationship. 602431794

SENIORWORLD: (Est. 2008) Mobility Scooters, wheelchairs, stairlifts, nursing beds, rise ’n’ recline
chairs & a large range of daily living
aids for sale or hire, for a better life.
Visit our showroom in Los Boliches,
or call 952663131/670964181 for
advice & best prices

HEALTH & BEAUTY
Massage

VICKY and Kim qualified ladies four
hands massage (not a sex service)
65, reduced rates. Mask are essential. Benalmadena tlf 621395221

COMPUTER. Wi-Fi, or UK TV Issues? PC’s and Laptops supplied,
repaired and upgraded. Malware/
Virus Removal. 19yrs helping people. info@soltecspain.com Neil:
662379899

LAGUNA Kennels & cosy cattery.
Your pets lovingly cared for by
English mother & daughter. Coín.
Tel or whatsapp 646066351.lagunakennels@hotmail.com
EURODOG Boarding Kennels & Cattery, fully licensed & sanitary approved, safe, secure and loving environment. Large kennels & play areas. Fully refurbished, inspections
welcome.
www.eurodog.es
952464947/679786669

CLASSES

Others
SILDENAFIL (Viagra) &Tadalafil (Cialis) Various Strengths. 10 pack.
From 22 Euros per pack of 10. gadgetman3b53@gmail.com
MALE female. Viagra, kamagra jellys, cialis, mixed trial packs. viagra4you19@gmail.com. 672883025

KOREAN relieving massages that
release tension and other stresses.
Qualified masseuse working independently in Nueva Andalucia
656350401

COMPUTERS /
PETS
INTERNET / PHONES

Hairdressers

Meeting Point

79 YR old gentleman, single and living alone in Fuengirola wltm a single lady for a friendly and hopefully
a more permanent relationship later.
Non smoker preferred. 671176589
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SPANISH lessons at your home.
Qualified Spanish female teacher
with many years of experience.
Own method. Simple and effective. Ideal for beginners. Also tutoring for students. 617879834
TO START dancing is simple!
Tango/ Waltz etc. Best educational
program in Marbella! 605304448

TV / SATELLITE
Satellite Installation

Therapists

BBC SYSTEM iptv full sky Tv all coast
coverage Jose Sotto Since 1973 Telf.
670443838, 952443838. Also available sound systems color Tv. mail
josesottoamselem77@gmail.com

ESTEPONA Counselling and Psychosexual therapy COSRT&BACP
Accredited. Individuals& Couples
+447813944146
Richard
www.sextherapymarbella.es

REPAIR/ SETUP: Smart TV, Satellite, Wireless, Networks, Internet,
Computers, Radio, CCTV, Marine
Electronics. Andrew: 711021678
www.costaelectronicsolutions.com

USEFUL PHONE NUMBERS
EMERGENCIES

FUENGIROLA

Emergency operator
112
National Police
091
Local (municipal) Police
092
Medical
061
Fire
080
Guardia Civil
062
Sea Rescue
900202202
Crime report
902102112
ENGLISH-SPEAKING HELP

Samaritans in Spain
Alcoholics Anonymous
Age Care
Age Concern (Estepona)

900525100
600379110
952933409
722606347

ANDALUSIAN HEALTH SERVICE

Salud Responde
955545060
(Doctors’ appointments and advice)
ESTEPONA

Bus Station
Taxi Service
Tourist Office
Town Hall
Foreign Residents Dept.

955038665
952802900
952802002
952801100
952809031

BusStation
Taxi Service
Tourist Office
Town Hall
Foreign Residents Dept.

952475066
952471000
952467625
952589300
952589440

MALAGA

Bus Station
Railway Station
Taxi Service
Tourist Office

952350061
902240202
952345693
951926020

MARBELLA

Bus Station
Taxi Service
Tourist Office
Town Hall
Foreign Residents Dept.

955038665
952774488
952768760
952761100
952768760

MIJAS

Town Hall
Town Hall Las Lagunas
Taxi
Tourism Office
Foreign Resident Dept.

952485900
952473125
952478288
952589034
952589010

NERJA

Bus Station

902422242

Taxi Service
Tourist Information
Town Hall
Foreign Resident Dept.

952520537
952521531
952548400
952548401

TORREMOLINOS

Bus Station
Taxi Service
Tourist Office
Town Hall
Foreign Residents Dept.

902143144
952380600
952371909
952379400
952374231

BENALMÁDENA

Bus Station
902450550
Taxi Service
952441545
Tourist Office
952442494
Town Hall
952374231
Foreign Residents Dept. 952442494
VÉLEZ-MÁLAGA

Bus Station
Taxi
Town Hall
Tourist Office

952503162
952540016
952559100
952541104

To notify symptoms of coronavirus
With symptoms and/or contact with persons with
coronavirus or who come from an area of risk
APP Salud
Responde: take the
Coronavirus symptoms test
If the virtual test is positive, the health services
will contact you by telephone
There is also a number to notify symptoms, but to
avoid jamming the line try the APP first

900 400 061

Coronavirus information

955 545 060
Other emergencies For general health

GIBRALTAR

General emergency 199/112(mobiles)
Fire/ambulance (emergency)
190
Tourist Office
(00350) 20074950
Taxi
(00350) 20070027

061 / 112

emergencies. Avoid
using this if not urgent

CONSULATES
Great Britain
USA
Belgium
Denmark
Norway
Canada
Germany
Sweden
Ireland

C/. Mauricio Moro Pareto 2- 2. Málaga
Av. Juan Gómez 8. Ed. Lucía 1-C. Fuengirola
Avda Ricardo Soriano 20-3C, Marbella
Calle Córdoba 6 404, Malaga
Avda Los Boliches, 60, Edf Rosenkranz, Fuengirola
C/Cervantes, Edif. Horizonte, Malaga
Mauricio Moro Pareto 2, Malaga
Calle Córdoba 6, 5th floor, Malaga
Avda. Los Boliches, Fuengirola

952352300
952474891
951516019
952211797
952667955
952223346
952363591
952604383
952475108

France
Italy
Austria
Finland
Saudi Arabia
Greece
Iceland
Philippines
Hungary

Calle Salvago, 2, Malaga
Alameda Principal, 35, Malaga
Alameda de Colón 26, Malaga
Calle Córdoba, 6, Malaga
Mauricio M. Pareto 2 bloque Sur 2º, Malaga
Dr Manuel Perez Bryan, Malaga
Calle Marín García, Malaga
C/Marqués de Larios 4, 2º, Malaga
Av. de Velásquez, (Crce aeropuerto) Malaga

954293200
902502512
646060972
952212435
952310358
95225689
952661200
952771850
952236966
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CRYPTIC CROSSWORD Nº 11478
Across

Down

Aquarius
January 21st - February 19th
With Mars moving into your sector of
far horizons, travel adventures and
fresh experiences may be on the cards.
The coming weeks can inspire you to
explore new options.

Pisces
February 20th – March 20th
Watch out for mixed messages that
could derail a plan or undermine a
relationship. The Sun’s opposition to
Neptune could cause bad feeling.

Aries
March 21st – April 20th
The Sun’s face-off with dreamy
Neptune could dupe you into thinking a
situation is hopeless when you can
easily tackle it.

Taurus
April 21st – May 21st
This week you could be inspired to take
a brilliant idea further, and perhaps
turn it into a side hustle. Don’t let
busybodies put doubts in your mind.

Gemini
May 22nd – June 21st
Mars powers into your leisure zone,
which can ramp up your efforts to
promote your skills and talents. The
chance to indulge in activities you
enjoy could recharge you.

Cancer
June 22nd – July 23rd
The Quarter Moon in your lifestyle
sector brings an opportunity to ring in
the changes. You may be inspired to
manage your time better and file your
paperwork.

SUDOKU BY HANZO
Instructions
Complete the
square making sure
that every row of
nine numbers
includes all digits
from 1 to 9, every
column includes all
digits from 1 to 9
and every 3 by 3
subsection includes
all digits from 1 to
9

4
2 3
1 9

3
9

4

7 1
8
7 6 8
9 8
7

1
3

5
5

Leo
July 24th – August 23rd
As Mars moves into your sector of talk
and thought, you’ll be busy with all
kinds of plans and projects,
negotiations and with seeking out new
opportunities.

THE WORDPUZZLER

8

1

2
2 4 3

THE SEVEN DIFFERENCES

Virgo
August 24th – September 23rd
The very powerful Sun/Pluto aspect
can give you the strength to override
any criticisms. This could be a glorious
week for you if you focus on a key goal.

Libra
September 24th – October 23rd
This week, assertive Mars moves out of
your spiritual sector and into your sign
for a stay of around six weeks. Your
courage could increase, and you’ll find
it easier to stand up for yourself .

Scorpio
October 24th – November 22nd
With a potent blend of energies
showing up, a collaboration with
someone might bring out the best in
you and lead to further developments.

Sagittarius
November 23rd – December 21st
As go-getter Mars moves into Libra this
week, it enlivens your social life and
might inspire you to get moving on a
goal that has been in mind for some
time.

Capricorn
December 22nd – January 20th
Trust your intuition this week,
especially concerning a scheme or deal
that may not be all that it seems. If your
instincts are telling you that something
is off, pay attention.

BATTLESHIPS
Instructions Find where
the fleet of ships (1
battleship, 2 cruisers, 3
destroyers, 4 submarines)
are hidden in the grid. The
numbers to the right of
and below the grid indicate
how many of the squares in
that row are filled in with
ships or parts of ships. The
ships do not touch each
other, even diagonally.
Some have been filled in to
start you off.
Battleship
Cruiser
Destroyers
Submarines

CIRCLEGRAM
Instructions
Replace the
question mark with
a letter so that the
letters in each circle
can be arranged to
form words, names
or terms on a
common theme.
What are the three
words, and the
letter represented
by the question
mark?

TIME OUT
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LANGUAGE CROSSWORD FILL IN THE SPANISH WORD
Across

Tell them where
you saw it

1. groin 2. lip 3. ear 4. eye

What type of animal is a
Flemish giant
1. rabbit 2. chicken 3. pigeon
4. hamster

What is the National
Animal of Scotland?
1. grouse 2. pine marten
3. wildcat 4. unicorn

It’s no secret that a free newspaper survives off its advertising
revenue and at SUR in English
we are proud that our advertisers choose us as the best vehicle
to take their message out to our
readers.
Early every Friday morning their
name, their brand, their logo, their
services and their products leave
the printers inside each one of
more than 43,000 audited copies
and head out across Andalucía and
Gibraltar.
At hundreds of distribution
points, the newspaper, complete
with our advertisers’ message inside, is picked up by readers, many
as part of their Friday morning routine they haven’t changed in years.
We know our advertisers are already aware just how far their
name travels inside these pages,
but when you call them to make
an appointment or book a table,
when you walk through their showroom doors or buy a ticket, don’t
forget to tell them that you saw
their ad in SUR in English.

ANSWERS
Quiz answers

Wordpuzzler solution

Battleships

Language Crossword

Sudoku solution

Circlegram
The letter represented by the
question mark is E. Einstein,
Pasteur, Galileo, all famous
scientists.

Where would you find the
anatomical feature
‘Henry’s pocket’ on a cat?

THE SUR IN ENGLISH
COLUMN

Answer: Ear
Of interest: The cutaneous
marginal pouch, commonly
called Henry’s pocket, is found
in cats and some dog breeds.
It’s located on the lower part of
the external ear and believed to
aid the detection of highpitched sounds.
Answer: Rabbit
Of interest: The Flemish Giant
rabbit is a very large breed of
domestic rabbit (Oryctolagus
cuniculus domesticus) and
considered to be the largest
breed of the species.
Answer: Unicorn
Of interest: James II loved the
legendof the unicorn and it
became the symbol of purity
and power in the 15th Century.
It is now officially recognised
as Scotland’s national animal.

QUIZ

Down

Cryptic
Crossword

The seven differences
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The spectacular
recovery of
the bearded
vulture
Survival. The species is close to
extinction but thanks to the
efforts of an in-captivity
breeding centre several pairs
are now living in the wild
JOSÉ LUIS PIEDRA

T

he bearded vulture is flying in Andalucía again
thanks to the spectacular
recovery of this species after a
programme of breeding in captivity and reintroduction was begun by the Andalusian government 15 years ago.
The project, which is coordinated by the regional Ministry of
Agriculture, Farming, Fishing and
Sustainable Development, is now
seeing its best results so far with
a total of five pairs who have bred
after being released into the wild,
and the ten chicks which have
born at the Breeding Centre at
Guadalentín, in the Cazorla natural park in Jaén province, so far
this year. This is a record number, the highest ever in a centre
of this type in Europe, placing it
at the forefront of the 15 which
exist on the continent.
Every birth of a baby bearded
vulture is a real miracle for the
survival of a species which is in

danger of extinction. Since the
first one was born in captivity in
Guadalentín in 2002, eggs have
hatched and produced 100 chicks,
of which 90 have guaranteed the
conservation of a type of bird
which is essential for the biodiversity of the planet.
With regard to breeding in the
wild, the first attempts were not
very successful because, of the
first three, two disappeared and
a third left Andalucía for the north
of Spain. However, he then returned to Cazorla and did something historic in 2015, breeding
with a different female bird who
had been released.
That was the first time in 40
years that such an event had
taken place in the mountains of
Andalucía, and it resulted in the
birth of Esperanza (Hope in English), the first female bearded vulure to be born in the wild in Andalucía, who is already trying to
reproduce at the age of nearly six.

Since Esperanza was born,
more birds have been released
and five breeding pairs currently
fly in the Andalusian sky, of which
three females in the Cazorla natural park are bringing up their
chicks despite the difficulties normally encountered in this species with their first clutches,
which are rarely successful. There
is also a sixth pair who have so
far made no attempt to breed.
Some of the birds released in
Andalucía come from other European centres, to strengthen their
genetic quality, says Íñigo Fajardo,
the coordinator of the bearded
vulture programme.
He attributes the success of this
project to the team and their efforts over many years. He also
praises the work of the Vulture
Conservation Foundation, which
manages the Guadalentín and
other centres in Europe, as well
as the collaboration of the zoos
in Berlin, Liberec and Tallin.

The eradication of the use of poison in
the mountains, key to their survival
J. L. PIEDRA
SEVILLE. The eradication of the
use of poison in the Andalusian mountains has been key
to the survival and recovery of
the bearded vulture, says Íñigo
Fajardo, the coordinator of the
Recovery and Conservation
programme for Necrophagous
Birds in Andalucía.
In his opinion, the first birds
to be released probably fell prey
to poisoned baits, but the strategy introduced by the regional
government more than a decade ago, and increasing awareness and cooperation from land
owners and users of mountainous areas, has been essential in

combating this serious threat to
the species.

Patience
Íñigo Fajardo also says that “you
have to have a great deal of patience when it comes to bearded
vultures, because they are difficult birds. They have a lot of
character and they live a long
time, which is why they take so
long to start breeding, it can be
up to ten years,” he explains.
He also points out that with
this species it is often the case
that they don’t reproduce at the
first attempt.
And this is something which
has occurred with several pairs
in the wild.

